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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
''Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited''

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Increase in the price of Gyko Paper
in Canada

DUE to the tremendous advance in the price

of raw materials, the increased cost of labor

and the additional charges for laying down our

goods in Canada, it has become necessary for Ansco
.Company to announce a complete revision of prices

on Cyko paper for Canada which will become effec-

tive June I, 1917.
' It has been our determination to maintain the same
high standard of quality as always by not cheapening

our products in any way through the use of lower

grade raw materials ; and to uphold quality in the face

of increasing difficulties of production, compels an ad-

vance in most sizes, the necessity for which we are sure

will be appreciated by our dealers and consumers
everywhere.

It is obvious, from the reasons given for the increase,

that we can only accept orders at the old prices until

the date mentioned, in quantities not in excess of pur-

chases made heretofore in any one month.
The new price list is appended, covering all grades

and surfaces (except Cyko Linen).

3>^x5K $.25 $2.00 $.30 $2.50
4x5 .25 2.00 .30 2.50

4x6 .25 2.00 .30 2.50

4/<x5>^ 25 2.00 .30 2.50
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4Xx6>^
4^x6^
5x7

5x8

5>^x7K
6x8
6^x8 >^

7x9

7>^X9K
8x10

9x11

10x12

11x14

12x16

14x17

16x20

18x22

20x24

Rolls
10 foot rolls (20 inches

10 yard rolls (20 inches

10 foot rolls (40 inches

10 yard rolls (40 inches

Post Cards
s'A^s'A
3'A^i^

5 .30

•35

•35

.40

•45

•50

.60

.65

•75

.80

1.00
1.20

1.60

2.00

2.40

3.20

4.00

4.80

wide)

wide)
wide)

wide)

Dozen

$ .20

$ 2.80

3-25

3-50

4.00

4.50

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

9.00

11.00

i3^5o

17-50

21.50

27.00

36.00

46.00

55-00

Single Weight

$ 2.00

6.00

4.00

12 00

Gross

$2.00

4.00

^ .40

.45

•45

•50

•55

.65

•75

.80

•95

1.00

^•25

1-50

2.00

2.50

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

$ 3^50

4-05

4.40

5.00

5^65

6.25

7^50

8.75

10.00

11.25

13^75

16.90

21.90

26.90

33^75

45.00

57^50

68.75

Double Weight

$ 2.50

7-50

5.00

15.00

Per 1000

$10.50

On April 27, 1917, at his home in Philadelphia,

occurred the death of Frederick Gutekunst, aged
eighty-five years. A photographer for more than sixty

years, Mr. Gutekunst's work brought him international

renown. Honors galore he received from emperors
and kings—his patrons; famous personages from every
walk of life were numbered among his sitters. His
death takes from the profession a true master of the

art of photography.
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The Middle Atlantic States

That the second annual convention of the Photog-
raphers' Association of the Middle Atlantic States,

held the last week in March, in Philadelphia, was a
success goes without saying.

The program for the duration of the meeting was
arranged with a view to afford entertainment and
sociability as well as instruction. The meeting was
opened on Tuesday morning by the president of the

Association, Mr. J. F. Sherman, after which Mr. E. J.

Cattell, Philadelphia City Statistician, as the Mayor's
representative, welcomed the organization to the City

of Brotherly Love. The response was given by Mr.
Wm. H. Rau, and other very interesting speeches were
made by members of the Association.

On Wednesday a luncheon was tendered to eighty

women at the Hotel Adelphia by the manufacturers,

dealers and photographers of Philadelphia. Miss Mary
Carnell was toastmistress at the luncheon. On
Wednesday evening the big banquet was held and was
attended by two hundred seventy-three members and
friends. Following the banquet there was dancing.

The total attendance at the convention was 427, of

which 75 were manufacturers and dealers.

Ansco Company was represented by W. A. Rock-
wood, W. B. Mussen, J. W. Brushwood, Paul E. True,

Frank Leache and Wm. P. Etchison.

Under date of April 6th we received a letter from Mr, Eugene
A. Holton of Boston, explaining his use of the enlarging lamp in

a perpendicular position. Mr. Holton says: "Referring to the
illustrations of my enlarging lamp in the March number of

Portrait, I have been asked why my lamp is in a perpendicular
position instead of horizontal, as provided for in the reflector.

The Edison Electric Light Co. of Boston, furnishes to its cus-

tomers 500-watt nitro lamps free of charge, provided they are

used in a perpendicular position, and by arranging as I have, I

was enabled to get the lamp in the focus of the reflector."
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Suggestions for Safe Darkroom Lights

THE following interesting letter from the Ansco
Company's San Francisco office, contains a sug-

gestion that may be helpful to many dealers and
amateur finishers who have been troubled with fog

when developing films:

"The following information, while it may not be

entirely new to you, may be of use to many of our

dealers and photographers in developing Ansco Speedex
Film. It might be w^ell to make a special announce-
ment along these lines, in Portil\it.

*Tor some time past we have at various intervals re-

ceived complaints from both dealers and studios in re-

gard to Ansco Speedex Film not developing clearly and
having a tendency to show a slight fog.

''To satisfy ourselves, we developed a roll or two in our

darkroom and found that the film showed a general fog

throughout. At first we were inclined to feel that it

was a chemical fog, but a little careful investigation

disclosed the fact that the fault did not He in the film

or chemicals, but that the highly orthochromatic quality

of Ansco Speedex Film produced a fog when developed
in an unsafe light.

"When developing film in the darkroom now we use

a sixteen-candlepower ruby globe, the light from this

being transmitted through a sheet of orange paper and
then through another piece of ruby glass. This light

we find to be perfectly safe and we are no longer

troubled with any trace of fog in the film. We have
even gone so far as to force development in an attempt
to get the fog effect, but, unless the forcing is carried to

extremes, the film still remains clear.

"Troubles in the darkroom can quite frequently be
traced to unsafe light, and this is invariably the last

place the photographer looks when trying to remov^e the

difficultv."
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Another idea advanced is from Mr. G. B. Warburton

of Wilkie, Sask., as follows:

''The requisites are a piece of glass about 10x14 and
a piece of black paper of the same size. In the paper,

about a third of the distance from one end, cut out a
circular opening of three inches diameter. Paste the

paper on the glass, and over the circular opening paste

a piece of ruby fabric. If there is a shelf above the

developing sink screw two strips of moulding under
the shelf so that the glass will slide in the grooves.

Have the drop-hght so that when the glass is pulled out
the light will be immediately above the glass. When
developing the light can shine through the red fabric,

or the glass can be pulled further over, thus cutting off

aU direct light but giving ample illumination over the

darkroom.

"If a shelf is not handy the glass may be suspended by
having a wire across the ceiUng, and fastening two cords

with two rings at the ends of the cords to the glass, so

that the rings wiU sUde along the wire.

''Another idea that occurred to me is to make use of

an electric flat toaster for keeping solutions warm during

the winter. With the current turned on for a minute
or two solutions keep warm for some time. The toaster

may be enclosed with a sheet of tin bent to shape, but
it is not really necessary for the red glow is very slight.

A piece of tin placed on top of the toaster on which to

set the dish proves of service."

Discontinuance of E-H Developer

Due to the inability to obtain Eikonogen, it has

become necessary to discontinue supplying Ansco E-H
Developer. No orders for this developer can be ac-

cepted after this date.
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws of Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan
V. PREFERRED SHAPES

THERE are universally existing preferences in

regard to shape, but comparatively few realize

them in a sufficiently vivid manner to be able

to explain their Hkes and dislikes. Form does not

awaken in the unattentive and untrained a desire to

survey parts of a picture or to appreciate their rela-

tions. They receive only a vague sensation, and all

individual degrees of preference are matters of personal

temperament and momentary moods.
Strange to state, an ugly shape is easier grasped

than some more beautiful ones. Nobody with any
sort of taste will look at diagram I-B without pro-

nouncing it as being ugly. And if you would ask why,
the answer no doubt would be that the lines are too

angular. But if in turn you would ask the same per-

son why diagram I-A makes a more favorable impres-

sion, the answer would be more evasive. That the

profile is roughly modeled after a Greek pattern, and
that the parallelism of certain lines has much to do
with the general expression would occur only to persons

of some art knowledge.

The main trouble is that all our eye movements and
eye adjustments are unconscious and that we are not

aware of doing any measuring and comparing. The
practitioner, however, should be aware of this fact, and
the more deeply he is versed in form knowledge, the

more will he realize that the simplest shapes furnish

the most easily comprehended vehicles of expression.

For instance, if you see before you an upright shape of

the dimensions 3 x 4, the easiest way would be to di-

vide the area into twelve equal squares. And to pro-

duce a pleasing fundamental design, nothing else than

6



PORTRAIT
the drawing of a few diagonal lines would be necessary.

If you imagine the squares to the right dark, and the

remainder white, you will have a favorable division,

the shape of a person reading. And it is possible to

divide the area in similar fashion into numerous shapes,

and they will always make a design sufficiently pHable
for composition, as long as the ratio would be about

4K to 6^2. The reason is that the proportional sense

of the ordinary person is sufficiently familiar with the
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simple square and triangular shapes to appreciate such

divisions. Also other—a trifle more intricate, divisions,

as shown in diagram III, could be utilized, as well as

pentagons and octagons. The introduction of simple

geometrical shapes will always produce pleasant varia-

tions of fundamental forms of composition within a
square or oblong, while circular picture areas would
necessarily demand more rounded shapes, resembling

the circle and ellipse.

/ \

/ /
\.

\
3

This also applies to the details of portraiture. The
bust of any person is a rather bulky proposition. What
is available to animate this monotonous mass? The
neck, collar or opening of the bodice, and still more so

the lines of the arms and the hands. The arms of the

human body are straight in tendency, they readily

make blunt angles but can be arranged in such a way
that they make curves. This latter device is prob-

ably the most suitable one to solve the problem in a
natural and satisfactory manner. The leading lines

remain straight but show a circular tendency.

The positions of the arms are of course infinite in

variety, and one cannot give any detailed rule con-
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cerning them. They should be easy and free, grace-

full, and varied in their bendings. Their expression

should be suited to their special attitude, as only then

they can appear alive to the occasion, the special pose

and mood in which the sitter happens to be portrayed.

The cursory examination of a hundred or more Old
Master portraits showed me that the patterns of dia-

gram IV were the most prevalent ones. The dots in

these designs indicate the position of the shoulders

•

• \

\

and the arrows the direction of the hands. The earlier

painters seemed to have been fond of the pose, dia-

gram IV-2, one arm bent at the elbow and the other

hanging down in a rather angular fashion. Only grad-

ually they arrived at the conclusion that the arm hang-
ing down would look more graceful if it were curved
and the other would make a more favorable appear-

ance if the forearm were extended downward. This in

time produced a certain parallelism in both arms.

This position is one of the most effective ones, as it

helps to break the massiveness of the bust shape.

We notice it in Fig. i, a well known portrait by the
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great French draughtsman, Ingres. With the sHght

difference, however, that both arms are drawn in a

curve. This is certainly one of the best devices for

the disposition of the arms in a three-quarter view of

the body. It gives a rounded appearance to a nat-

urally angular form. This desire to represent the

Portrait of a Woman Rembrandt

arms in curve-like movements lead to the simple and
graceful device, particularly in female bust portraits,

to bring the arms as near to each other as possible,

and to fold them as it were, about the body, as seen

in diagram IV-4 and 5 and Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. No
matter what the composition may be, if the arms are
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represented as drawing near to each other you will

always produce an agreeable attitude.

We, in modern times, have deviated a good deal

from these old rules. We are fond of more variety,

,

and do not follow as closely the pyramid forms of the

fuUface and three-quarter views. True enough, it

would be impossible to represent all lady-sitters with

folded hands. Still, it is more advisable to follow

these old formulas than to pose the arm in some mean-
ingless and willful fashion. For as soon as the arm

extends from the body there should be some special

reason for this particular action. A gesture looks well

only when it explains itself. As long as the arms and
hands are represented as unoccupied they should re-

main near the body. As you will see in the so much
applied formulas of diagram IV, with the exception of

2, the arms cling more or less to the body.
In regard to the neck the variations are largely

dependent on the costume worn by the sitter. The
white collar and ruffles are seen in nearly all por-

traits by Rembrandt and Franz Hals, namely Fig. 2.

Just as in Ingres' time the white stock and colored

waist-coat were the fashion. The cut of the costumes
of the period create the preferred shapes and it is

wisest to follow them, and not to disguise them
with drapery, as some photographers do. Not every
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costume is as rich in design as that worn by Anne
of Cleves in the portrait by Holbein, yet every dress

contains some decided characteristics of shape or pat-

tern, and it will be possible to subordinate them to

the general scheme of composition. But one should

permit them to become a dominant factor in the

design, as Holbein has done, and not try to utilize

them according to some preconceived notion. Even
an ordinary gentleman's frock coat is sufficiently plia-

ble in shape and texture to help to make a good

composition.
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Picture Exhibit at the National Convention

in Mil\vaukee

THE picture exhibit' a^ the National Convention
this year is planned to serve two purposes.

First, to furriisil those who send pictures to the

exhibit such information and constructive criticism

as will enable them to better the general quality

of their work. Second, to show those who come to

the convention some of the best work that is made
in America today.

The primary consideration in accomplishing the first

aim is the selection of judges who will be able to analyze

the pictures that are submitted and who will be able

to put into concise and positive terms the points that

they find in the pictures. Although the Board is not

ready to announce the names of the judges, the Presi-

dent is in communication with three competent men
who, if they can be secured, will comprise one of the

most competent juries that ever passed upon the pic-

tures at a National Convention.

The judges will have charge of the portrait class.

Ratings will be given on the four following subjects:

Composition, Tone Values, Background Treatment,
and Exhibition Effect. Twenty-five points will be al-

lowed for each classification.

Two judges will be appointed to pass upon the pic-

tures in the commercial class. Just as great care will

be used in selecting these judges as those who will have
charge of the portrait class. They will furnish ratings

on the following subjects: Utility, Composition, Light-

ing, and Technique. Twenty- five points constitutes

perfection in each classification.

At the last convention only three pictures rated

eighty per cent, or better. The highest rating given was
eighty-three. There was a total of 155 pictures that

rated sixty per cent, or more and salon honors awarded
to pictures rating as low as seventy per cent.

13



Portrait by Dorothy Maud Crawford
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame
Dorothy Crawford is best known through her unusual

home portraiture and her attractively executed por-

traits of women and children. Her studio at BurUn-
game, CaL, is the rendezvous of those persons of her

community whose appreciation of the artistic in por-

traiture makes them her patrons. Her pleasing per-

sonality has been a remarkable business asset, and its

combination with her talent has won for her both the

favor and the personal esteem of her devotees.

Before her marriage, Mrs. Crawford, as Dorothy
Maude Frink, conducted a studio in Ottawa, Kans.,

for several years, where the high quality of her art

attracted to her an exclusive clientele. Her work in

Burlingame has likewise made its appeal to the best

element of an extremely exclusive set, and it is indeed

worthy of the admiration of the most cultured critics

of the art.

Mrs. Crawford has risen to her enviable position in

the profession solely through her own efforts and initia-

tive. Her reputation as a portraitist is secure, and her

future work promises to surpass anything she has yet

accomplished, for the reason that she is a progressive

student and an enthusiastic aspirer to better expres-

sion of her art. Although she began at the bottom,

through sheer love of the work and an inspiration to

achieve success, her confidence in her own worth and
ability to make capital of her brains and energy has

never lessened. She has ardently striven to do her work
well and has sought to do it better than it has yet

been done. She has used her head as well as her hands,

and her achievements bear witness of her mental

attainments and manual skill.

The attractive little portrait on the opposite page
is a good example of her characteristic style.



At no season are the demands upon the

photographer's resources so great as in

the Spring. They are best met by

Hammer Plates.

None are better— few as good !

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates for

field and studio work; and Hammer's
Extra Fast Orthochromatic, and D. C.

Orthochromatic Plates for color values

RES. TRADE MARK

Hammer's little book

"A Short Talk on Negative Making"
mailed free

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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Ansco Vest-PocketNo. O. Equipped
I

zvith single achromatic lens, S7.50;
with focusing device. Actus shut-
ter and Modico Anastigmat lens,
F 7.5, $16; Extraspeed Bionic
shutter and Ansco Anastigmat
iens. F 6.3. S25.

The Ansco Vest-Pocket is the most

popular camera on the market today

because at high speed it makes pictures

which are clear and sharp in all planes

—that is to say, in the foreground,

middleground and background. The
size of the picture is immaterial be-

cause it can be enlarged to any size

without sacrificing the sharpness of

the original.

These facts mean that with an

Ansco V-P No. 0, which is small and

light enough to carry in your pocket

all the time, you can make better

pictures than with a large, cumbersome

professional camera, and with greater

certainty.

Get a catalog from the Ansco dealer

or write direct to us.



OUR BRANCH OFFICES, WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS

AND WHERE LOCATED

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco BIdg., 1 29-131 W. Twenty-second Street

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
325 W.Jackson Boulevard, comer Market Street,

Chicago, 111.

ANSCO COMPANY
46 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

ANSCO COMPANY
228 East Fifth Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

ANSCO COMPANY
920-922 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
Third Street and First Avenue North,

Minneapolis, Minn.

ANSCO COIMPANY
1 71-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
347 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.
22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
ion Capitol Avenue, Houston, Texas

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Oregon

ANSCO LIMITED
143-149 Great Portland Street

London, W., England
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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
''Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited''

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Two Important Steps in Behalf of Our
Customers

Read the Two Following Announcements

ON MAY 25, 191 7, the Boston branch office of

Ansco Company was consolidated with the

New York City branch. Most points in New
England are just as accessible from New York as

from Boston. Ansco Company at New York carries

a very large stock because of the greater demands
of the locality to which it distributes goods. It is,

therefore, able to serve customers to better advan-
tage than the Boston branch and for these reasons

the consolidation was made.
All shipments to our customers who heretofore pur-

chased through Ansco Company, Boston, Mass., will

hereafter be made from Ansco Company, 129 West
Twenty-second Street, New York City. All orders

for our products from former patrons of the Boston
Branch should be sent to New York where they will

receive prompt attention.

On July I, 1 91 7, the Cincinnati branch office of

Ansco Company will be consolidated with Ansco
Company, Chicago, 111. Most points in the territory

now served by the Cincinnati branch are just as ac-

cessible from Chicago as from Cincinnati. Ansco
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Company of Chicago carries a very large stock be-

cause of the greater demands of the locaUty to which

it distributes goods. It is, therefore, able to serve

customers to better advantage than the Cincinnati

branch and for these reasons the consolidation is

being made.

All shipments to our customers who are now pur-

chasing through .\nsco Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

will, therefore, on and after July i, 191 7, be made
from Ansco Company, 325 West Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, 111., and after that date all orders for our

products should be sent there.

Monomet— The British Developing
Agent

Hardly a day passes without our receiving a letter

from some photographer enquiring whether we are

in a position to supply Monomet regularly. The
same enquiry is made by dealers in photographic sup-

plies, and we wish to give assurances to everyone

that we have a good quantity of this developer on

hand, and that we are advised by the manufacturers

in England that their arrangements for making ship-

ments, as well as their factory facilities, will enable

them to take care of the American market, notwith-

standing the ever-increasing demand for it.

Monomet is the only developer that will take the

place of German metol, and which is superior to it in

many respects.

We will publish, in our next number, the best

method for using ]\Ionomet for all photographic pur-

poses.
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An Up-to-date Photo Finishing System

AN ARTICLE of considerable interest to photog-

AA raphers who are carrying on photo finishing

in connection with their regular photographic
work, recently appeared in The Northwestern Jeweler

^

a trade publication appealing to the jewelry trade.

The article describes the methods and explains the

growth of the Photo Art Shop of St. Paul, Minn.,

which maintains a photo finishing service that is pat-

ronized by a great number of dealers for miles around.

This shop is a large user of Cyko paper and has made
for Ansco Company the advertising lantern slides

which have been furnished to Ansco dealers for the

past year.

The article is reprinted here for the benefit of our

readers:

'The arrival of our motor-cycle messengers at 7.50

A.M., daily, is the signal that sets in motion an organ-

ization that is the outgrowth of years of experience in

'Professional work for Amateur Photographers.'

"Since the day of plate cameras, 25 years ago, the

heads of this firm have worked with the amateur pho-
tographer in the darkroom, printing-room and behind
the counter, advising, coaching and explaining the

whys and wherefores of photography.

''Out of this kind of experience and from a pure love

of the art and science of photography, came the Photo
Art Shop of St. Paul—the shop that has grown into

the service of the amateur photographer everywhere.

"To meet the requirements of our increasing busi-

ness has been an obligation that we have endeavored

to anticipate, and to render the kind of service to

which each and every one is entitled.

"This responsibility has caused the expenditure of

time and inventive genius in devising ways and means
to systematize the handling of a large amount of films

3
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and prints in a manner to meet the demand of absolute

satisfaction. This work is all done by professional

photographers who stay with the shop the year around.

The material used has to be of the best and the work
must be returned promptly.

"To accomplish all this we have invented time and
labor-saving devices to meet the requirements, and
have trained a large crew in the best use of the very

latest equipment.

"The especially designed order book is only one part

of a system that has been perfected to guarantee the

safe return of properly filled orders, to the proper

person, on time.

"Incoming work in the form of parcel post packages is

received every half hour after 7.50 A.M. The packages

are opened, time-stamped for arrival and entered by a

clerk who notes time of requested delivery on each lot.

"Roll film is dispatched to the darkroom where our

special equipment is a time-saver. The order number
is perforated through the order slip and the end of the

film in a single operation. This number is not used

again that day. The work-ticket is then placed on a

spindle file, and the perforating machine is changed to

the next number by the turn of one pin in a second

of time.

"Every 30 minutes a rack of 50 to 75 rolls of film is

started on a journey through the developing, fixing and
washing tanks. Special equipment again increases ef-

ficiency. The entire batch of films is handled by one
man in one operation, not in lots of two or four only

at one time. At the end of the first hour in the dark-

room these racks are hung in drip yokes, and for the

first time since the undeveloped film was hung in the

rack a hand touches them. Each film is then hung in

a small room where the temperature is very close to

100° Fahrenheit, and a large exhaust fan handling

hundreds of cubic feet of warm, dry air a minute, throws
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the air from the drying room through a chimney to

the outside of the building. This is another time-

saver and is one of the methods of speeding up service,

especially in humid weather.

"Humidity is one of the greatest enemies that a

photo finisher has to combat. It is met with in every

Special Print Trimming Machine employed at

Photo Art Shop, St. Paul, Minn.

climate at some season of the year. We have so

planned our equipment that electricity enables us to

conquer this condition.

"After thirty minutes drying the films are removed
and the room is ready for the next 'batch.' In the

meantime the checkers are sorting the work slips and
the films. One hour and forty-five minutes from the

5
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time the first mail reached the darkroom the negatives

are ready for the printer.

"The printing-room is the best it has been possible

to devise. This statement is a strong one, but our

printing-room was not made without having fully in-

vestigated the largest and best equipped plants in the

East, where one-day service is almost unknown.
"Automatic time-savers are here shown in the shape

of especially constructed printing machines that are

marvels of efficiency in speed of operation and control

of light, indispensable requirements for getting the

best results from every negative. The prints are de-

veloped at once as printed and are passed immedi-
ately to a fresh fixing bath where they linger for a few
minutes, from whence they are transferred to a larger

tray of fixing solution for lo or 12 minutes more.

"The next step is the washing. The prints are

placed in our motor-driven washer— where they are

revolved slowly but surely, so that there is no oppor-

tunity to pack down or tear before removal for the

next operation—and given a thorough, careful washing.

"Our drying machine was constructed last season

after carefully planning it so as to fill every demand
put upon it. After prints are thoroughly washed
(this is proved by chemical test for perfect elimina-

tion of hypo), they are removed from washer and
placed face down on the apron of the drying machine.

This apron is an endless belt moving around a large

drum, heated evenly. Once the print is placed in posi-

tion, no further attention is necessary. When the

print is properly dried, the automatic conveyor de-

posits the prints on the trimming machine. There are

two of these; one is of our own construction and en-

ables two operators to trim a large number of prints

singly. The larger one (a new machine that has very
fine adjustments) trims any number of the same size

at one time up to two hundred or three hundred.

6
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"During the printing there are two inspections of

each print by 'electric dayhght' so that very few prints

either too dark or too hght ever reach the sorting and
billing room. To prevent any such prints getting out,

there is one more inspection by the same method, only

with the difference that in this inspection the negative

and print are compared, and if in the judgment of the

inspector the right grade of paper has not been used,

the order is promptly returned to the original printer

and instructions are given as to what ought to be done
to improve the work.

View of Trimming Table from Below

"The next step in our circle takes the work to the

billing-out clerk. Here the work is checked against

the original entry made when the packages were opened,

the prices are extended and the order is started on its

return journey about five hours after it arrived at our

place. When the package is properly packed, weighed,

postage stamps affixed and time-stamped, we have a

positive check as to time consumed and workmanship.
"The Photo Art Shop has grown only because it

set about to learn a way of doing things right, and
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in living up to its guarantee, which follows:

"We guarantee that

—

"All materials that are used in every depart-

ment of our shop are of the best quality;

"The workmanship put into all of the pro-

ducts is as nearly perfect as skilled labor can

make it;

"If for any reason at any time, one of our

customers is dissatisfied with our work, we ex-

pect him to decide what is a fair adjustment,

so that we may make it.

"Our experience is not kept at our shop, it is used

to help build up this line of business for each and
every one of our patrons who use it.

"We have outgrown our plant of six years ago three

times. We took good care of our customers in 800

square feet of floor space then. We have 4000 feet

now."

Photographers—Attention !

As the president of your National Association I feel

it my privilege and duty to call your attention to ex-

isting conditions in this United States.

We, the people, through our President and Congress

have found it necessary to declare that a state of war
exists against the Imperial Government of Germany.

It is not for us to quibble over pros and cons— it is

for us to stand by and uphold the actions of our Govern-
ment in whatever manner we find it possible so to do.

Let us refrain from, and discourage petty criticisms

of any actions taken by the men we have vested

with the power to act for us, and in whatever way
possible let us prove ourselves true and loyal citizens

of the commonwealth in which we live.

Ryland W. Phillips,

President of the P. A. of A.
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws of Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

VI. elements of space arrangement

SOME photographer asserted that the difference

between a portrait and a genre picture consisted

of the distance at which the figure represented

was seen; if eight feet or less, it should be considered

a portrait, and if more than eight, a genre picture.

There is a good deal of truth in this statement. Al-

though much depends on the focal length of each lens,

it can be readily appreciated that any figure shown
at too large a distance would necessitate the intro-

duction of a clearly defined background, as in Van der

Meer's painting. Fig. i, which in art terms would be
classified as an interior study with a figure, and not

as a portrait.

An elaborate background depicting an interior gen-

erally results in a space arrangement. A space ar-

rangement is synonymous with a division of the entire

picture area into decided shapes. For the eye this

means immediately a comparison between one shape
and another, a general first impression, and there-

upon further examination and comparison, or in other

words, prolonged contemplation. Every shape has

its own charm and activity of lines, and when the

eye runs over such a composition it finds repeatedly

parts of equal attraction. This yields the effect of

picturesqueness, unlike that produced by symmetry.
The eye is apt to glance aside in various directions

at the same time as it looks straight ahead. The
tension of the eyes is not equally balanced; they stray

away from the middle of their field of vision and are

driven back and forward over the picture area. The eye

is more active, and for that reason the shapes should

be well defined and complement each other. Space
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arrangement is nothing new, as shown in the \'an der

Meer composition, but its appUcation to portraiture

is of a more recent date. Practically considered,

it amounts to little more than skillful trimming.

Every head can be changed into a space arrange-

ment. Look, for instance, at Diagram i, an ordinary-

profile view\ As soon as you bring the margin
lines closer to the outlines of the head, as in Dia-

gram 2, the composition gains decidedly in. interest,

and if you would still trim away more, as shown by

the dotted line, you would have a regular up-to-date
space arrangement. The entire effect is dependent on
the relation of the space the background occupies to

the remainder of the picture, the head and shoul-

ders. And it is the division line made by the profile

which decides whether the two shapes are pleasing to

the eye.

This is still more clearly shown in Diagram 3. It is

an odd, angular shape which controls the composition,
and it needed angular subdivision to carry out the

scheme successfully. No. i represents the fur coat,
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2 the hat, 3 the face, and 4 the hair. Each make a

distuict shape, and all together produce an outline

that in turn produced similar shapes in the back-

ground, namely, 5, 6 and 7. The success or failure of

such an arrangement rests solely upon the nature of

the shapes. If they are pleasing to the eye we accept

them and are impressed favorably.

Fig. 2 was taken showing the hat completely. As
the background was light and blank it looked rather

commonplace, so in the enlargement it was trimmed to

its present shape, which helped the composition con-

siderably although the shapes of the background are

not particularly fortunate. The paraphernalia was too

simple to allow an effective space arrangement. And
there is a grave danger in this combined effort of en-

largement and trimming. It should not be used as a

corrective method for slipshod compositions. A space

arrangement needs a special harmony of proportions,

for the eye looks at a picture of small dimensions in an
entirely different way than at a large one. In a small

card-size picture no revolving of the eye is necessary;
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the iris will remain inactive, and only the ciliary muscle

will undergo a special effort of contraction.

Imagine Diagram i as a card-size portrait. The
eye takes in the entire profile as one spot, a pleasant

undivided shape against the background. It bothers

but little with detail. But as soon as the head be-

comes so big that it nearly fills the entire picture area,

a subdivision of shapes takes place. There are the

shapes of the face, neck, hair and shoulder to be con-

sidered separately, each boundary line will undergo a

scrutiny, and the shapes of the background will perhaps
play the most important part in the final verdict,

whether the arrangement is an agreeable one or not.

And for that reason alone these spaces should enter

into the scheme of the composition from the start.

Nobody will doubt that Diagram 3, which is taken from
a painting, is the result of calculation and not of

accident. The larger a picture is, the more necessary
it will become to consider every detail, for the actions

of the eye, as we have tried to convey, become more
varied in contemplating larger than smaller sizes.
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Fig. 3 is an attempt at a figure space arrangement,

with such accessories as are available in most studios.

A wall with a framed picture, a rug, a table, flowers

and a book, should furnish sufficient material to handle

any figure in a clear, realistic manner and to fill the

space. The figure in this instance is a trifle too small

for the dimensions, and this would become much more
pronounced if the figure and objects were seen on a

larger scale. The spaces of the background would

By S. A. Cooky Studio, Denver

become more conspicuous and look empty. And the

only way to remedy this shortcoming would be to

represent the figure larger and more varied in outline.

Size always adds dignity to a representation, but it

demands special care, as each shape will gain in sig-

nificance and easily become isolated. It cuts up the

field into determinate sections, and they must com-
pletely balance each other. They must be so con-
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stituted that the eye could caress each shape separately

and then be able to combine them into a harmonious
ensemble. Lines, even when they do not meet, may
conflict, check and deflect one another. And they

can be controlled successfully only by an acute sense

of proportion.

The sense of proportion is generally inborn but can

be easily trained if practitioners could only be made
to take up such studies in leisure moments. It may
seem childish to divide a

surface into squares and
triangles, and yet nothing

would be more conducive

to eye culture than this

simple process. How easy

it is to direct the eye to-

ward any well defined

shape can be proven by
an exceedingly simple ex-

ample. Take a checker-

board and make either

one of the white fields

dark or one of the dark
fields white, and the cross

shape thereby produced
will at once attract the

eye. There is no escape

from it, the eye will be
as riveted upon it, and
that despite the fact that the fields of the board re-

present a vivid pattern. In the same way any de-
cided shape will dominate any picture area, and can
be counter-balanced only as in Fig. i (namely, the

piano, window and framed pictures) by shapes that

do not disturb the unity of perception, and they will

be found generally among shapes of similar form and
line tendency.

By S. A. Cooley Studio. Denver
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THE firm of I. & M. Steinberg was established in

1884, in New York. Mr. M. Steinberg died eleven

years ago, and since that time Isaac Steinberg has

continued the business as sole proprietor. He is a

Graduate Artist of the National Academy, and has

been for some time official photographer of the Law
Department of the City of New York, and is a quali-

fied expert in all legal cases in Supreme Court where
photographs are exhibited.

After having ^conducted two studios in Harlem for

twenty-five years Mr. Steinberg opened a modern and
elaborately appointed studio at No. 505 Fifth Avenue,
some time ago, where he is doing wonderful work in

reproducing the old masters by means of photography.
His knowledge of drawing and art has enabled him to

produce most pleasing backgrounds on negatives.

When asked why his work was so uniform and the

average so good, Mr. Steinberg replied, "I put my
heart and soul into every negative I make, and get the

best that is in me in every photograph; am careful

about every detail at all times and with every sitter,

regardless of who the subject may be. This makes my
work a pleasure, and I never tire of it."

Mr. Steinberg attributes his success in business to

his own personal attention. As a business man he be-

lieves in good, clean advertising, better work, better

pay, and aiming always for a higher goal. He has
devoted a lifetime to the study of art, and was gradu-

ated from the National Academy of Art as a painter.

In taking up photography some years ago, his ambition
was to get individuality in the pose and expression of

each sitter. As a maker of photographs of children he
has been most successful, and claims that if one under-

stands the little ones and studies them closely they will

soon be on the road to success, as work with the grown-
ups will be easier as a consequence.
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"Put it right over," said Georgie at the bat—and

then father snapped the picture with his Ansco Vest-

Pocket No. 2.

No interesting scene can escape this handy camera, the

smallest and lightest made to take 2V4 x 3/4 pictures, for it

gets into action quickly and is easily focused to get the

pictures sharp and clear. The negatives make fine

enlargements.
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Note how it fits in your pocket. Catalog -^^
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from us.
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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
^'Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited''

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Extra Large Sized Enlargements

Nearly every photographer occasionally receives an
order for an extra large sized enlargement, but owing to

the expense for trays, or lack of room, either turns the

order down or has to farm the work out.

The illustration shows how the work can be done at

small cost with any good enlarging outfit. The total

extra expense in this case for 30 x 72 enlargements was
one dollar, for four yards of common white table oil-

cloth. Part of the oilcloth was stretched over the easel

and brought down into a tray to catch developer and
shortstop. The piece that was left was made to line a

packing case which was used for the fixing bath. A
kettle at the side of the easel contained the developer

and another receptacle contained the acid shortstop.

A portable electric light covered with orange paper
was hung in a convenient place at the top of the easel

as a safe light to work by.

When ready for the work the enlarger was focused on
the oilcloth to which was securely fastened a length of

Enlarging Cyko, double weight. After the exposure

was made the developing was done on the easel with a

swab of cotton (about 3^ lb.) and half-strength developer.

A small quantity of double-strength developer was used
to develop locally parts which were slow in coming up.

After the development was complete—in about six
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minutes—the print was swabbed with the acid short-

stop. It was then taken down and put through the

fixing bath. Two people were required for this oper-

ation, one holding each end of the print and running it

through the bath until fixing was completed. This

was done by rolling the print from end to end.

After fixing, the bath was baled out of the packing

case and the oilcloth made into a washing tray in the

sink. Two cross pieces lower than the sides of the sink

were wedged in at the proper distance to take the print,

and the oilcloth was laid over them loosely. No tacking

was required to make this a very fair tray for the pur-

pose. During washing, the print was rolled from one
end, unrolling from the other the same as in the fixing

bath. The print was hung up to dry by attaching four

photo clips at the top and suspending it from a wire.

Enlargements made by this method must be timed
correctly. Overtiming means failure, and with paper
as large as 30 x 72, each failure is an expensive one.

Tests should always be made until the correct time is

ascertained. The tests should be developed with a
swab the same as the larger print.

The work shown in the illustration was done in the

studio of Mr. H. E. Edmonds, Syracuse, N. Y., to fill

an order for the copyrighted patriotic picture shown,
for the use of the local recruiting station. Several

prints were made, all of which were manipulated suc-

cessfully by the foregoing method. The rich, brilliant

prints paid tribute to the excellent qualities of En-
larging Cyko Plat, which produced from an 8x10
negative a 30x72 enlargement possessing all of the

fine gradation and balance of an original contact

print—soft, pleasing, full of detail and of stereoscopic

quality. The reproduction of the enlargement on
the easel as shown in the accompanying halftone

illustration gives a good impression of the merit of the
finished work.
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Enlargement 30x72 made on Enlarging Cyko
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The Toronto Convention a Success

THE convention of the Canadian Photographers'

Association, held in Toronto in the Toronto
Camera Club Rooms on Gould Street, from May

29th to 31st inclusive, was a great success. In fact it

was the most educational convention that has been

held by the Canadian Association in several years.

The enthusiasm manifested by all during the meeting

was most encouraging to the officers and to the various

committees who worked with a view to having their

191 7 convention make a record as the most successful

in the history of the Association.

The convention opened with a prayer by "Daddy"
Lively, and several interesting and instructive talks

were given by members who are concerned in the

forward strides of their chosen profession. Ansco
Company's representative, Mr. W. A. Rockwood, was
in attendance, and gave a talk on Wednesday morning
on "Money In and Money Out," in which he described

the methods employed by some of the large studios in

I he East, Middle West, and West for getting new
business.

The social side was not forgotten, and the banquet
on Wednesday evening at the Carls-Rite Hotel was
enjoyed by sixty-two persons. The theater party

after the dinner was a pleasurable affair. Of course

the ball game between Boston and St. Louis on Thurs-

day afternoon, which concluded the entertainments of

the gathering, was an occasion to arouse interest.

The officers elected for the coming year are:

President Fred Booth
First vice-president . . W. R. Rounds
Second vice-president R. Kennedy
Secretary Charles Aylett

Treasurer L. J. Leatherdale

4
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws of Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

VII. rectangular arrangements

THE preference for a special style of representation

is largely a process of memory. In looking at a
picture we do not see every detail, we notice only

those parts we actually look at and that we are inter-

ested in. Our memory excludes everything else. And
as our momentary judgment is largely dependent on
our memory of what we have seen, our preference in

taste represents little more than the accumulation of

such picture knowledge as we may have acquired.

Thus Whistler's straight line divisions and vertical

and horizontal line work, as displayed in the portraits

of his mother and Carlyle, will appeal to one beholder

as being dignified, elegant or forceful, and to another

(or the same in a different mood) as stiff and dull. In
the same way the unstable equilibrium of Alexander's

figures may either fascinate or seem ridiculous.

The full length seated figure seen in profile is rather

a modern invention. Up to the forties of the last

century a rectangular arrangement like Whistler's

mother, was as good as unknown. A seated figure in

profile is apt to make a rectangular shape, as shown
in diagrams i and 2. It is of course not quite as rigid

and precise. The dotted lines indicate some of the

deviations possible, and they of course are infinite in

variety. Still the fact remains that the underlying

form is strictly rectangular, like the shapes in the dia-

grams. The arrangement somehow suits the oblong
shape better than the upright. The shape is less

pliable in an upright. The bottom of the picture looks

crowded and the large angle formed by the bust and
upper leg to the knee is apt to look a trifle conspicuous.

And there is no way of getting around it. Besides,
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head and eyes do not so readily survey objects from
top to bottom as from side to side. The eye examining

a vertical shape moves up or down describing a part of

a circle, while proceeding sideways it is more inclined

to follow the actual lines. Furthermore, the picture,

without the appliance of accessories, will always look

empty in the upper part of one side, namely, Fig. i.

This is in every way an excellent composition, and if

it looks a trifle heavy toward the right and lower mar-
gins, it is due only to the special style of composition

which does not permit of any more picturesque render-
ing. The irregularity and yet so pronounced division
of the area into two unequal parts does not generate
the same tendency to eye activity as a more compli-
cated design. The vision will be concentrated almost
constantly upon the part of the picture which is occu-
pied by the figure.

Fig. 2, although made by a very able French painter,
is very awkward in design. The fault is to be found
either in the peculiar selection of the general shape of
the picture, which is neither an oblong nor an upright,
but almost a square—a shape which is always difhcult
to handle, or by the curious oversight of leaving the
background absolutely blank. And the awkwardness
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is further augmented by the strong contrast that exists

between the tonal values of the figure and the back-

ground. The outlines of the figure are too plainly-

seen and their tendency toward straight lines becomes
too conspicuous. The figure is almost triangular in

shape, and this I believe, constitutes the main error,

as this particular triangular form does not harmonize
with the particular square shape. The eye enters the

picture area and travels undisturbed until it reaches

the diagonal line, but the distance from the left margin
to this line is a trifle too long, and the investigation

stops abruptly in the dark tonality as the outline to

the right is too straight and vertical to give the eye any
occupation. The margin line could have been placed

just as well where the figure ends. It would have even
improved the composition, as the space division would
have been more pleasing to the eye.

Whistler's ''Portrait of the Artist's Mother," is a

masterpiece of rectangular composition, and although

it has been commented upon numerous times, it can-

not be shown often enough. The space division is per-

fect. You may
argue that he
use d for the

back of his fig-

ure almost the

same linear rig-

idity as Lerolle

in Fig. I. Yes,

the line is apt
to occur in this

special pose; it

is almost una-
voidable. But
notice how
Whistler man-
aged to break ^.^^ Portrait of The Woman Lerolle (Henri)
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the narrow space by differentiations of tone in the

floor, woodwork and wall. Besides, the fragment of

a framed picture in the upper right corner does much
toward bringing this part of the interior into the

picture. Photographers as a rule, do not bother

themselves much with correct perspective, and in

that way frequently leave their representations of

interiors unfinished. Although Whistler applied noth-

ing but the wall of a room as background he succeeded

in producing the space and atmosphere of an interior.

It has often been criticized that no woman would seat

herself in such a way, exactly parallel to the wall. That
may be true, but we should not forget that in a pic-

torial representation we are concerned only with a

particular appearance, and really do not care whether
it accurately answers reality.

But to return to the line arrangement and division

of space, you w^ll notice three distinct shapes; namely,

the figure itself, the

curtain and framed
etching on the wall.

The dark angular
shape of the figure is

balanced by the par-

allelogram of the cur-

tain, the massiveness

of which is broken by
the animated, but not

too conspicuous, pat-

tern. The framed pic-

ture produces a shape
within a shape; it ren-

ders the background
interesting that de-

spite its subtle varia-

tions of tone would
have looked monOt- Portrait of a Voung woman
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onous without it. The way the picture area has been
divided into distinct shapes of either dark, Hght or

middle tint tonalities, is as masterly as the line arrange-

ment. As you will notice, the lines run either verti-

cally or horizontally, with the exception of those of the

figure which have a diagonal trend of direction, although

the underlying form is rectangular; or in other words,

the figure is constructed in a disguised parallelism to

Fig. 3 Portrait of the Artist's Mother By Whistler

the other contours. The front profile line of the figure

is the most important one. You notice it first of all,

then comes the face, the hands and the picture which
show a triangular relation. After that, the eye balances

the bulk of the figure with the large simple plane of the

curtain, and only then begins to wander about the back-
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ground. The back profile line of the figure, the chair,

and the space behind it are the last things noticed.

Whistler almost created with this painting (and his

Carlyle) a new formula of composition. It is suited

best to clear profile views of the entire seated figure.

Jean Aman's "Portrait of a Young Woman," however,

is a clever version of the same theme with a profile

face and a moderate three-quarter view of the body in

an upright. But the face has to be shown in profile as

the lines of a complete three-quarter view do not har-

monize with a scheme of vertical and horizontal lines.

Even the introduction of such a line scheme would
not improve LeroUe's portrait.

New York Studio Outfits—Revision of Prices

on Complete Equipments

The following change in the prices of New York
Studio Outfits will become effective July 15, 191 7.

They are all revisions upward as will be noted,

brought about by improvements and by the increased

costs of raw materials and labor entering into their

production.

The New York Studio Outfits have become the

standard equipment for photographic studios, and
their merit has not only been recognized for years

by the professional photographers but has been at-

tested by the highest award for equipment of pho-
tographic studios—the Medal of Honor—awarded at

the Panama Pacific Exposition in 191 5.

When a photographer allows a dealer to sell him an
outfit other than the New York Studio Outfit it is

because the dealer has some reason of his own for

offering a substitute.

The new price list follows:
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Prices of Studio Outfits

Effective July 15, 1917

New York Studio Outfit No. 1

When Ordered Complete

Outfit complete comprising New York Portrait

Camera with Benster Holder, Automatic Cab-

inet Attachment with Curtain Slide Holder,

Ansco Upright Studio Stand and Curtain

Slide Holder Rack

When Ordered Separately

New York Portrait Camera with Benster

Holder

Automatic Cabinet Attachment with Curtain

Slide Holder

Ansco Upright Studio Stand

Holder Rack for Curtain Slide Holders....
Extra Benster Holders

Extra Attachment Holders (5x7, 4^x6>^ or

4^x6>^) each

New York Studio Outfit No. 2

When Ordered Complete

8x10 Outfit complete comprising 8x10 New York
Portrait Camera, Ansco Sliding Ground Glass

Attachment with 8x10 double Zephyr Holder,

5x8 diaphragm, 5x7 adapter, 5x7 Zephyr

Holder and with 3)^x5 diaphragm, Ansco
Upright Studio Stand and Zephyr Holder

Rack

$117.00

112.50

II X 14

$151.00

27.00 31.00

33 -oo 33.00

3.00 3.00

12.00 20.00
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New York Studio Outfit No. 2

(Continued)

When Ordered Complete

11x14 Outfit complete comprising 11x14 New
York Portrait Camera with 11x14 Benster

Holder, 11x14 adapter frame, Ansco Sliding

Ground Glass Attachment with 8x10 double

Zephyr Holder, 5x8 diaphragm, 5x7 adapter

with 5x7 Zephyr Holder and 3 >^X5 diaphragm,

Ansco Upright Studio Stand and Zephyr

Holder Rack

When Ordered Separately

11x14 New York Portrait Camera with Benster

Holder

8x10 New York Portrait Camera without Ben-

ster Holder

11x14 adapter frame

Ansco Ground Glass Attachment with 8x10

double Zephyr dry plate holder and 5x8

diaphragm

5x7 Sliding Back with 5x7 double Zephyr dry

plate holder and 3 >^x5 diaphragm

Ansco Upright Studio Stand

Holder Rack for Zephyr Holders

Extra Benster Holder

Extra double Zephyr dry plate holder 8x10.

Extra double Zephyr dry plate holder 5x7 .

S158.50

S42.00

11.00

33 -oo

3-50

2.25

I ..so

23.00

11.00

33 -oo

3-50

20.00

2.25

1-50
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New Cyko Display Card

,

A new Cyko display card with mounted enlarge-

ment and contact print has just been prepared to re-

place a similar card that has had a wide circulation

and has proved an effective advertising medium for the

photographers who have used it. The picture is ap-

pearing in current Ansco magazine advertising, and
as an example of the actual work of Ansco Cameras,

1^^ L Li^

Develop your
films and"
makeyour
prints and
enlargements
on

Speedex Film and Cyko Paper will make a strong ap-
peal to the amateur to use Ansco products, and to call

for nothing but Cyko prints and Cyko enlargements.
Any photographer who desires one of these cards for

advertising his finishing department, or wishes to have
one of them displayed in the windows of those dealers

for whom he does finishing, should write to us at once
for the cards he will use, which will be sent postpaid.
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Cyko Portrait by Joseph Toloff
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame
A BOUT ten years ago Joseph Toloff reached this

A\ country from far-away Russia—a young boy
with an active imagination and an artistic

inspiration. Descended from a long Hne of artistically

inclined ancestors, the son of an accomplished lithog-

rapher, it was only natural that Joseph should set

out upon the mastery of the art of photography.

Under the guidance of Elias Goldensky the lad

soon began to rise rapidly in his chosen profession.

Always an idealist, leaving nothing untried to achieve

results far above the average, broader opportunities

came shortly to the young man, and he became a
branch manager and a valued co-worker with
Koehne of Chicago. Later as home -operator for

the Moffett Studio, he widened his experience and
knowledge of photography. Finally he opened his

own studio in classic Evanston, seat of Northwest-
ern University.

It did not take Evanston long to discover Toloff's

genius and sterling qualities. His departure from the

ordinary and the conventional soon brought him the

attention of many discriminating patrons. Among
these there came Ruth St. Denis and her company,
whose inspiration gave Toloff the opportunity of

exquisitely depicting the beautiful dances of these

renowned interpreters of the rhythmic art of ancient

Greece.

As an exhibitor at photographic conventions and
as a representative of the new school of idealistic

portraiture Mr. Toloff's work is becoming more and
more widely known.

Still a young man, the recognition Mr. Toloff

has so far received would seem to foretell a brilliant

career for him and a future crowned with successful

attainment.



HAMMER PLATES
Speedy and Reliable

They develop and dry quickly with thin,

firm films, and are unequalled

for hot weather needs.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates for

field and studio work; and Hammer's
Extra Fast Orthochromatic, and D. C.

Orthochromatic Plates for color values

RES, TRADE MARK

Hammer's little book

"A Short Talk on Negative Making"
mailed free

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



AN SCO
CAMERAS €.SPEEDEX FIIM
"Put it right over," said Georgie at the bat—and

then father snapped the picture with his Ansco Vest-

Pocket No. 2.

No interesting scene can escape this handy camera, the

smallest and lightest made to take 2^/4 x 3/4 pictures, for it

^ets into action quickly and is easily focused to get the

pictures sharp and clear. The negatives make fine

snlargements.

See the V-P No. 2 at the Ansco dealer's.

Note how it fits in your pocket. Catalog

may be had from the Ansco dealer or

from us.
^ ^I

\ turn of the thumb gets
he picture sharp and clear.

Ansco Vest-Pocket
So. 2. Equipped with
Vlodico Anastigmat lens,

F7.5, $18.50; with Ansco
/Vnastigmat len», F 6.3,

n Extraspeed Bionic
shutter. $27.50. Other
Ansco Cameras, $2 up.

The Sign of the ^at^Mi^l- .
Ansco dealer ' \^^^^^^^^&^

ANSCO OOMR\NYbinghamton, newtork



OUR BRANCH OFFICES, WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS

AND WHERE LOCATED

ANSCO COMPANY
Ansco Bldg., 1 29-1 31 W. Twenty-second Street

New York City

ANSCO COMPANY
325 W. Jackson Boulevard, comer Market Street

Chicago, 111.

ANSCO COMPANY
920-922 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, ;Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
Third Street and First Avenue North

Minneapolis, ]\Iinn.

ANSCO COMPANY
171-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMP.\NY
347 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERT\L CO.

22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.

loii Capitol Avenue, Houston, Tex.

WOODARD, CLARKE & CO.
Portland, Oregon

ANSCO LIMITED
143-149 Great Portland Street

London, W., England
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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
''Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited''

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART-IN-PORTRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-
IN-PHOTOGRAPHY AND COMMITTED TO A "SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY
PHOTOGRAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND

SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

ANSCO COMPANY, Binghamton, N. Y.

No. 4 August, 191
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Develop Enlarging Cyko in Accordance with
Directions

The following developer formula for Enlarging
Cyko is found in the direction sheet which is enclosed

in every package of paper:

Metol-Hydrochinon Developer

Warm water (soft or distilled) 40 oz.

Metol (or Monomet) iS gr.

Sodiiun sulphite (dried powdered) Yz oz.

Hydrochinon 60 gr.

Sodium carbonate (dried powdered) /^ oz.

Potassium bromide (saturated solution) . . 20 to 60 drops

Use at 650 F.

Dissolve each chemical thoroughly in order named
before adding the next.

There is no reason for using any stronger developer,

nor any other developer than that given. Some of

our demonstrators have found photographers attempt-

ing to use double strength developer or one containing

an excess of sodium carbonate, for the reason that

they have been directed to use such developers for

other fast chloride papers and bromide papers.

The economical advantage in using Enlarging
Cyko is readily seen from the foregoing.
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Official Announcement

AFTER careful consideration looking to the best

interests of the Association, the Annual Con-
' vention of the P. A. of A. scheduled for Mil-

waukee, September 3rd to 8th, has been abandoned
by the Executive Board.

The American Congress of Photography will meet
on Friday and Saturday, August 3rd and 4th, at

Cedar Point, immediately following the Ohio-Michi-

gan-Indiana Convention.

The Congress will outline the work to be taken up
by the P. A. of A. for the coming year.

Ryland W. Phillips,

President P. A. of A.

For Vignettes

Mr. A. J. Miller, one of Ansco Company's repre-

sentatives in Canada, calls attention to the following

simple, although not new, method of making vignettes:

An ordinary 8 x 10 or d'jA x 8^ dry plate box should

be cut down to half an inch all around the sides. Next,
cut the bottom out, leaving about a quarter inch mar-
gin all around. Place an 8 x 10 or 6>^ x 8>2 glass in the

box, making it secure by gluing strips of paper or ad-

hesive tape around the edges. When finished you will

have a small tray with a glass bottom. The bottom of

the tray should be covered with sufficient emery dust

—

not too fine—to prevent any light from getting through.

You are now ready to put your negative in the

printing-machine. Turn on the light. Hold the tray

over the negative, and, with a small camel's-hair brush,

about the size of a lead-pencil, remove the emery sand
where it is desired, to suit the negative. This can be
done in two minutes, and when finished all that is nec-

essary is to slide the vignette under the negative. Such
a tray is always ready for use just by shaking it suffi-

ciently to redistribute the emery dust.
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War Board of the Government Taboos

All Conventions

THE officers of the Photographers' Association of

America are to be congratulated on having an-

ticipated the desires of our Government. We
reprint from The Official Bulletin, pubKshed daily under
order of the President by the Committee on Public

Information, the following excerpt:

The following is authorized by Fairfax Harrison, pres-

ident of the Southern Railway System, and chairman
of the war board of the American Railway Association

:

"The railroad's war board has notified the railroads

of the country that the Secretary of War has approved
the suggestion of the board that the holding of con-

ventions which stimulate passenger travel be dis-

couraged, at least until the railroads are more nearly

able to handle the freight business that is being offered."

War Board Resolution

The resolution of the war board, which the Secretary

of War has advised is "manifestly wise," in part fol-

lows:

'Tt is the sense of this committee that conventions

which will bring large bodies of persons to one point

should be discouraged, in the interest of conservation

of fuel, to avoid congestion, and to prevent interruption

of necessary freight traffic, and to conserve equipment
and energies which must be applied to accomplish the

transportation required by the country."

Troop Carrying Power

This action by the railroad war board is another

step taken to increase in every possible way the freight

and troop carrying capacity of the existing railroad

facilities of the United States. Already carriers have
been advised to adjust their passenger service and to

discontinue to some extent anyway running summer
excursions.
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws or Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

VIII. IRREGULAR ARRANGEMENTS

THE average photographer within a year makes
probably more portraits than all the painters of the

Middle Ages did within a century. I hardly believe

that this is an exaggeration, and the fact alone explains

the ever-increasing variety of poses and attitudes that

we notice in portraiture. There is a demand for it.

Portraiture has become the most popular specialty of

pictorial representation, and makes an appeal to all

strata of society. No wonder that the advanced
part of the pubhc pronounces some methods of portrayal

as dreadfully old-fashioned. And the reason for this

is simply that we cease to look with pleasure at things

we know by heart. In music we tire even more rapidly.

A popular melody is exceedingly shortlived, if we
compare it to any popular portrait arrangement.
The latter is generally destined to see service for

generations.

A new idea in composition is always welcome to

the better educated class of clients. Curiosity and
expectation are set into activity. It is a stimulant

to the eye. And yet it is strange, how reluctantly

most practitioners adapt or adopt a new idea. It is

left to the portrait painters to create new styles, and
some of their innovations go begging for years before

they are properly assimilated for photographic usages.

The technicalities of photography are so cumbersome
that a new scheme of arrangement must be thoroughly
practical before it is seriously applied. For application

in photographic portraiture means constant use, and not
as with the painter a single experimental exploitation.

When we look at irregular arrangements, such as our
illustrations represent, we do not regard them solely
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as compositions. We are prepared to meet with un-

usual qualities and not only our eyes but also our
mind are ready to accept or reject them. I talk in

this case for the practitioner as well as the intelligent

customer. We have to realize whether all the count-

less, separate and unexpected details are so harmonized
by a controlling idea that they become to us an entity

Portrait by Ernest Laurent

of picturesque impressiveness. This is rarely the case.

The old formulae are still the best, and comparatively

few of the new ones convince in the same manner.
One of these is the generally accepted device of

diagonal division, of showing the figure stretched out,

as it were, diagonally across the picture, as in Laurent's

portrait. Figure i . This pose is very well suited for the

depiction of women in a mood of leisure. It has the

5
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merit of dividing the picture area in a satisfactory

manner, but careful attention is necessary in the

disposal of the upper right and lower left corners.

They have to look well filled, and yet there must be

no too conspicuous detail. The lower left corner will

stand more forceful treatment than the other one as

it helps to create the dominant triangular shape. The

figure is best posed from left to right, for the eye will

simply glide along it and take in the diverse elements
around it at the same time as it does the portrayed
person. If posed from right to left, the leading outline

would oppose the glance of the eye. This kind of

composition is really on the symmetrical order, as it

divides the area into almost equal parts. It represents

a sort of repetition, readily connecting objects that

produce similar effects upon the retina.

6
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Another formula that has decided merit and has

been frequently used by painters, although it has not

yet come to its own in photographic representation, is

the V-shaped placing of two figures, as seen in Chardin's

"Busy Mother" and Richard.Miller's'The Old Ladies,"

Figures 2 and 3. The composition is largely dependent
on the placing of the V-shape in an upright. It proves

Fig. 3 By Richard Miller

The Old Ladies

once more that the underlying geometrical shape, as

applied to the figure, is always the most important
element in picture making. The eye takes in this

particular form with perfect ease, in one sweep, and
for that reason alone it is an excellent vehicle of expres-

sion. Whether we approve of it is a different matter.

There is always a decided difference between the active

perception and the following passive sensation. The

7
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eye may accept the form as agreeable, but when it is

telegraphed to the mind, our memory is set to work.

The form is slightly unfamiliar to us and the form as

seen against space seems to us somewhat abrupt,

particularly so in Figure 2 where it stands out more
clearly than in Figure 3. In Richard Miller's picture

the shape is lost more in the tonality,|^and being much

By Auguste Renoir

Young Girls at the Piano

larger undergoes the process of subdivision into a

triangular and a vertical shape. It is a disguise of

the original form. Whether we prefer this version to

the other depends entirely on our appreciation of the

shape itself, without taking into consideration what it

represents. If we like the V-shape as such we will

surely prefer the Chardin. Of course the subject
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matter and the technical merit has something to do
with our judgment. It clearly shows on what simple

elements our appreciation hinges. It becomes intricate

only when our mind, that in each individual has formed
its own peculiar standard of beauty, begins to take

part in it. For our mind analyzes irrespective of the

visual sense whenever it is confronted with a new or

unfamiliar form.

In Figure 4 v/e have the skillful composition of a well

known impressionist. There seems to be no under-

lying principle. The various shapes and lines seem
to be haphazard, the eye is not able to take them in

at a glance, and does not get the effect of repose from
the balance of so many conflicting elements. And yet

we cannot deny that there is a certain balance, there

is really no part that jars on our sensibilities, the artist

has surely impressed his personality upon the work,

but the eye remains restless and the curvature of the

lens is constantly changed. Alternation of effects no
doubt stimulate the eye, but it tires easily if there is no
decided point of interest, and there is no point of

interest in this picture. No particular part is recorded

on the yellow spot of the retina for any length of time,

as there are so many and apparently all equally impor-

tant details to be considered. The two heads, the hair,

the four arms and hands, and the whole paraphernalia

of piano, music sheet, drapery, flowers, and the sugges-

tion of an interior behind the curtain all attract our

attention, and it is difficult to separate one object from
the other. This constitutes the shortcoming of this

picture as an example of composition. For the photog-

rapher it is best to avoid such experiments, for it will

unnecessarily confuse the beholder and necessitate a

lot of useless explanation, when it is comparatively

so easy to make a clear and more convincing interpre-

tation of the same subject.
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Mr. Trabold Knows a Good Thing

^ Wallinerford, Conn.
Ansco Company,

April 11,1917
Gentlemen: ^

' ^ '

I have tried out about every developer on the mar-
ket, looking for something to replace Metol. Everyone
claimed they had the "goods," and as you know, they

are called everything. Well anyway, I saw in Por-
trait several times articles about Monomet. I said,

of course this is like the rest of the "junk," but
thought I'h take a chance and try an ounce for luck.

It came promptly and I looked it over and took a

smell of it; the smell was something like the old ^Metol.

I at once mixed up a batch, using my own formula,

not changing it at all. Say, this developer delivers

the goods! It does all you say it will and more, as

it goes even further than Metol and does not lose

strength. I have ordered enough to last me should

there be another shortage. I have told several others

about it.

As to your Cyko papers and other goods, I have
always got what I wanted on them. In fact, I am
using your Enlarging Cyko entirely.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) E. R. Trabold.

Under date of April 14th, Mr. Trabold wrote us

further, as follows:

Since writing you on the nth I was made a present

of some real Metol, which if I had had several days
ago I would have been in Heaven, but it did not raise

my spirits at all as I knew that I was all right as far

as developer was concerned. Will say that I have
another quarter pound of Monomet coming, as I don't

wish to again be short of developer. I use this the

same as Metol.
(Signed) E. R. Trabold.
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Cyko Portrait by Eugene Hutchinson
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Cyko Portrait by Eugene Hutchinson
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The Hall of Fame

IN
Chicago's Latin quarter on Michigan Avenue in

the Fine Arts Building, Eugene Hutchinson has his

workshop. To describe Mr. Hutchinson's quahties

as an artistic photographer would be far beyond our

reach, but to attain the prominence and admiration

that he holds among photographers of America and his

clientele, theman must have done something worth while.

Mr. Hutchinson represents a school where photo-

graphic technicalities take second place to individuality

and artistic tastes, and he always obtains in his photo-

graphs something interesting, be it by unconventional

lighting, unique posing or unusual softness. He never

makes two pictures alike,but poses the individual person

as he is inspired on the spur of the moment. In return

his patrons have a supreme confidence in his ability as

an artist which is proved by the numerous famous people

from all walks of life whom he has photographed.
Some photographers who have always been working

along conventional lines think his work rather unphoto-
graphic, as it were, but after all Hutchinson is probably,

in a strict sense, more photographic—if the term may be
employed—than the majority of the profession, as he
does not resort to technicalities, such as retouching,

worked-in backgrounds, and other artificial methods, but
simply produces with his little view camera and a soft

lens, pictures of true likeness and brings forth in his

work the things most interesting in human nature.

The accompanying portrait of Mr. Hutchinson, by
his good friend and companion-in-art, Edward Henry
Weston, while decidedly impressionistic, well expresses

Mr. Hutchinson's thought and personality and is con-

sidered by him an excellent portrait of himself. Three
examples of Mr. Hutchinson's characteristic work are

reproduced elsewhere in these pages. To the use of

Cyko in his studio Mr. Hutchinson attributes much of

his success in obtaining the effects for which he strives.

15



Wherever Photography is practiced

HAMMER PLATES
are indispensable. High speed, color-

range and reliability have made
them famous.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates for

field and studio work; and Hammer's
Extra Fast Orthochromatic, and D. C.

Orthochromatic Plates for color values

;!M:i!N:iil:k-iJ.^dJ*.lil

RES. TRADE MARK

Hammer's little book

"A Short Talk on Negative Making"
mailed free

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



Ansco Vest -Pocket '\

No. 2. Equipped with %'

Modico Anastigmat^
lens. F 7.5. $18.50

;f
with Ansco Anastig-f
mat lens. F 6.3, inT"
Extraspeed Bionic , ^,

shufter. $27.50. Other f^^^
Ansco Cameras, $2 up. '~l.$

'
"'

The owner of an Ansco Vest - Pocket No. 2 never

apologizes for the pictures it takes.

Be the day sunshiny or cloudy, this efficient little camera
snaps the events as they occur, and turns out pictures that

are clear and sharp. It is the smallest and lightest camera
made to take 2/4 x 314 pictures.

The micrometer focusing device is an exclusive Ansco
feature without which an anastigmat lens would be no better

than a cheap lens.

See the different models at the Ansco dealer's—or write

to us for a catalog and specimen picture on Cyko Paper
made by the camera illustrated.

ANSCO CO^II^NYBINGHA^^^ON, newyork
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ANSCO COMPANY
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Portland, Oregon
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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
''Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited''

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Monomet—The Developer of the Present

By W. H. Smyth

AS a result of a series of tests and after using Mono-
met in regular work since it was first brought to

'^ my attention, without prejudice, 1 can say that

-Monomet has been found to be the best developer so

far placed upon the market. Its analogy to German
Metol is quite complete in some respects and may be

used as its equivalent with results that are equal if

not superior to it.

Monomet is the only developing agent identical with

German Metol in rapid energetic action—developing

in the same time and giving the same characteristic

richness and quality with slight tendency to more bril-

liancy. This one fundamental point so necessary in

modern developers many are endeavoring to secure by
the addition of a caustic alkali as an accelerator which
always tends to rob the print of the typical richness

required in D. O. P. prints.

While grain for grain the energy of Monomet is some-

what more quickly depleted, its lower cost and the

ability to obtain it in any reasonable quantity as com-
pared with German Metol more than offsets this differ-

ence. After long series of failures with the many spuri-

ous compounds now on the market, the photographer

has become somewhat skeptical and is pleasantly sur-
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prised with Monomet, and appreciates rather than ob-

jects to some of the characteristics which are not iden-

tical in every particular with German Metol. In this

article I wish to give Monomet users this very necessary

information. Unlike German Metol, which is made up
of tiny white crystals, Monomet is a dark gray powder,
which color need cause no apprehension, as the color is

due to the presence of small quantities of harmless inor-

ganic impurities and traces of dye products impossible to

remove entirelywithout adding unnecessarily to the cost.

In compounding, Monomet should never be used in

a stronger solution than i^ grains to the ounce of

water. Upon this hinges real success. Although
Monomet is not quite as soluble as German Metol, it

is easily dissolved and more quickly in warm (not hot)

water, boiled or distilled if possible. When com-
pounded properly with the other agents it gives an ab-

solutely clear solution. After use of German Metol for

years the photographer persists in using other develop-

ers in the same way and expects good results in spite

of his carelessness. Our experience is that the average
worker uses as little hot water as possible to dissolve

the developing agents and sodas, then fills the con-

tainer to required bulk from the tap, so that there

will be no long wait for developer to cool to using tem-
perature. Monomet should be dissolved in sufficient

warm water, otherwise it precipitates, producing a

muddy, purple, or greenish mixture with greatly de-

pleted energy. Use at least one ounce of water to each

I'jA grains of Monomet, or better still one ounce to each
grain called for in formula in making up solutions. This
method results in an absolutely clear solution, both
before and after dilution, with no impairment of energy.

At times, supposedly using the same method, one
will obtain a clear solution and again it will be muddy.
This is due in every instance to carelessness or hurry to

get it done, causing us to forget the old rule advised for
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all developers, "Always add chemicals in order given

in formula and dissolve one before adding the next."

We all know of the serious deterioration that takes

place if sulphite is only partially dissolved when car-

bonate is added, and should profit by it. If the above
rule is followed and sufficient water is used, success will

be the reward.

It was remarked several years ago that in a properly

compounded formula with Metol Hydrochinon, the

Sulphite should be added after the Metol and before

the Hydrochinon. Otherwise another compound was
found, causing deterioration and serious loss of energy.

This belief has been proven absolutely without founda-

tion in fact. Someone has again suggested the same
thing regarding Monomet, and after thorough test we
find it has no bearing whatever on the result, the whole
trouble being as previously stated.

Monomet has been tried out thoroughly in com-
parison with other reducing agents and the result with
Monomet is unqi^estionably superior. It is in constant

use in the different Ansco departments, following pre-

cisely the instructions given in the Cyko Manual and
the Professional Cyko Pointer for German Metol,

with this exception: In modification for soft results a

change must he made. By increasing the quantity of

Monomet as with Metol, the Monomet is precipitated

and developer loses its active principle, becoming inert

and thus producing blue, flat, lifeless prints without
any greater degree of softness. The proper way is

to use in such case the formula for soft results given

on another page. Monomet is just as sensitive to

bromide action and gives cold, black prints with the

minimum quantity, or any degree of warmth in tone

desired by regular addition.

Sepias produced from Monomet prints are identical

with those produced with Metol.

For amateur and commercial work, either for paper,
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films, or plates, the results are excellent. The follow-

ing additional formulae will be of use and of interest:

British Monomet Formula for D. O. P.

Water 40 oz.

Monomet 32 gr.

Hydrochinon 64
"

Sodium sulphite (des.j 180
"

Sodium carbonate (des.) 240
"

Bromide, from 5 to 40 drops saturated solution.

For plates and films dilute with equal volume of water.

Monomet Only for Soft Results

Water 40 oz.

Monomet 40 gr.

Sodium sulphite (des.) 180 "

Sodium carbonate (des.) 240
^'

Bromide, 5 to 40 drops saturated solution, according

to warmth of tone desired.

For plates and films dilute with equal volume of water.

Monomet and Pyro for Plates and Films
Solution A

Water 20 oz.

Monomet 20 gr.

Pyro 40
'*

Potassium metabisulphite 96
"

Solution B
Water 20 oz.

Sodium carbonate (des.) 400 gr.

Potassium bromide 16
"

For use mix in equal proportions.

Formula for Tank Developer
Water 20 oz.

Monomet 31^ gr.

Hydrochinon q
"

Sodium sulphite (des.) 170
"

Sodium carbonate (des.) 35
*'

Potassium bromide, 10% solution. ... 5 drops
With this formula development is completed in about

20 minutes.

4
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The Cedar Point Convention

APHOTOGRAPHERS' convention at Cedar Point
is always a big event, and the 191 7 meeting there

of the Ohio-Michigan-Indiana amalgamated
association was no exception. The convention occupied
four full days, July 31, August i, 2 and 3, and was
attended by 352 photographers, manufacturers' repre-

sentatives and guests.

Among the demonstrations those on lighting, posing

of the hand and arm, and hat posing by Melvin Sykes
of Chicago were most interesting and instructive.

Probably no photographer in America today can pose
hands as well as Mr. Sykes, and his simple manipulation
of his subjects to get the desired effects was greatly

admired by all who witnessed the demonstration.

Another demonstration of exceptional interest was
that on "Soul Pictures" by Emme Gerhard of St.

Louis.

The inclusion of the Indiana Association with the

Ohio-Michigan combination was made permanent and
C. A. Shubart of Princeton, Ind., was elected as the

new association's president for the year 191 7-1 8.

The other officers elected were Frank Bill, of Cleve-

land, Vice-President for Ohio; D. D. Spellman, of

Detroit, Vice-President for Michigan; Jack Reiser, of

Toledo, is Treasurer; and the very efficient Riley, of

Coshocton, was chosen Secretary. A mighty good list

all round.

The unanimous decision of the Association to hold
the 1918 convention at Cedar Point indicates at least

that the crowd enjoyed a pleasant and profitable

meeting at this inland seaside resort. The Cedar
Point 191 7 convention was, without doubt, the most
successful photographers' meeting held this year.
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws of Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

IX. LIKENESS, FACIAL EXPRESSION AND
CHARACTER INTERPRETATION

THE appreciation of likeness is largely a mental

process. The eyes merely transmit certain facts,

and our memory judges them. Dependent on
memory likeness is indeed an undefinable quality, as so

many of the impressions we receive of a person are of

an unconscious nature. Still, we find it very easy to

pronounce a verdict ''this is a good likeness," or "this

is no likeness at all." But if we were asked to give

reasons for such discriminations, we would in most
cases be at a loss what to offer as an explanation.

Photographic portraits circulate largely among mem-
bers of families, friends and acquaintances, and these

should be somewhat familiar with the outward appear-

ance of the portrayed person, the structure of the face

and characteristic gestures and attitudes. No doubt
they are, but it generally consists only of a more
or less isolated impression, a certain pecuharity of

feature seen under special light conditions. We would
find it exceedingly difficult to describe in words or to

draw—if we possess that talent—the exact character-

istics even of our own features. Our memory is not

trained in that direction. Leonardo de Vinci said

that the only way to remember the features of a face

was to study the typical variations of each feature and
thereupon to apply this knowledge for memorization:
This party has such-and-such a forehead, a nose that

is convex on top and straight below, etc. Of course

we recognize features as correct or incorrect when we
see them in pictorial representation, but our form
knowledge is too deficient to remember and analyze

the actual drawing and structure.
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The appearance of any person, at home or in busmess,

in a serious mood or out for a good time, indoors or out

of doors, among friends or strangers, is a very different

proposition in each instance. There are phases in

everybody's make-up, even among our most intimate

associates, that are entirely unknown to us, and they

come as a surprise to us when we see them portrayed.

This makes it extremely difficult for the portrait

photographer. His business is to record likenesses,

and yet there is nothing more elusive in his profession.

To get a likeness is always guesswork, for the operator

is, as a rule, not acquainted with the sitter and can
deal only with the momentary expression. And so it

has come to pass that he trusts largely in the recording

power of his lens and as cheerful an expression as

possible. This method naturally produces a certain

quaHty of likeness, but hardly more, and until operators

becomemore efficient char-

acter readers, physiogno-

mists and psychologists,

the reproduction of like-

ness will consist of this

simple face transmission.

Giving our opinion of

Fig. I without knowing the

person, we no doubt will

agree that it looks like a
good likeness. Why ? For
no other reason than that

the features are clearly de-

fined and the expression a
pleasing one. There is no
mood or shade of emotion
expressed in this portrait.

It is just a facsimile of an
everyday expression. And
in a way this should be ^°''^^S?n4v.^CoK^*"'"°
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sufficient for the .universal demand of likeness. Noth-
ing but the accurate rendering of the features enters

into consideration. The simplest lighting is the best

and no pictorial embellishments are necessary. But
there lies just the trouble—a certain part of the public

wants more than that.

In Figures 2 and 3 we encounter more subtle facial

expressions. Not perhaps so much so in Fig. 2, but

Fig- - Posed by the S. A. Cooley Studio, Denver. Colo. l-'k'- ^

surely in Fig. 3 where the expression is wavering between
a pout and a smile. Now, these fleeting expressions,

the transitions from one vague emotion to another,
are the most difficult to handle. They may prove a
decided success or absolute failures. The instantaneous
exposure has the recording power for all these various
moods, intentions, endeavors, desires, conceits that
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flit across the face, hardly lingering there for even a

fraction of a second. But there is a great danger that

the lens is even more rapid than the momentary expres-

sion. It catches only a portion of it, the beginning or

end, and the facial expression may become so subtle

that it does not explain itself. It frequently becomes
a kind of distortion, as in a snapshot. This may be
the fault of the lens but just as frequently it is our

incapability of judging the rudiments of emotion. Our
faculty of visual apprehension may work fast enough,

but our retina or our mind do not possess the faculty of

recording it as a separate impression, and it does not

enter into our stock and store of memory. Bearing

this in mind, a slightly prolonged, so called composite

exposure, seems to be more trustworthy.

I do not believe that it would be possible to get a

sharp, well defined facial expression as in Fig. 4 in any
other way. What this particular expression consists of

canhardlybe explained,

at least not in a matter-

of-fact way. It is just

an expression as a "Lit-

tle Girl with Cherries"

might assume. That is

about all one can say

about it. And it is just

this kind of uncertain

expression which is

most desirable, as the

range of expression in

portraiture is necessar-

ily limited. It cannot

go beyond cheerful and
contemplative moods,

for a decided facial

expression always dim-

inishes the likeness
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quality. It limits the expression to a specific mood and
fails to emphasize the general "composite" appearance,

which is the main factor of all successful renditions of

likeness.

What we term a character interpretation is frequently

a misleading and fictitious attribute. If a face shows
strong character—and who will determine in many
whether it has this quality or not?—it will surely not

lose these traits if it is simply photographed like any
other. If character interpretation, on the other hand,
means a certain accentuation or annotation of facts,

it oversteps the boundaries of ordinary portraiture,

even more so than with the practice of introducing

facial expressions. Character interpretation is a term
that is generally appHed to celebrities, people that are

in the public eye. The public has formed, through
caricatures and magazine reproductions, or through

actually seeing the person at pubUc functions, a certain

idea of the looks and appearance of the same, and the

artist wants to improve
upon it by giving his indi-

vidual version of the char-

acter. This may be per-

missible, and even of great

interest if undertaken by a
Lenbach or Sargent, but
for the photographer it is

dangerous ground to tread

upon unless he is as well

equipped for the task as

theseportrait painters, and
he must not forget that
size and color play an im-
portant part in their work.

Fig. 5, the portrait of

Gladstone by Millais, I

suppose, would be ranked ''''
'''"'"tjy M^Sf

°"'
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as a character interpretation, but it is really a
straightforward portrait that has recorded a powerful
personality without the addition of any idealizing or

symbolizing processes. The attitude and facial ex-

pression are rendered as simply and naturally as

can well be imagined.

The Missouri Valley Convention

THE third annual meeting of the amalgamated
photographers' associations of the states of

Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska convened in

Kansas City, July 17 to 20, 191 7. An elaborate

program absorbed the attention of the visitors for the

entire four days and a great deal of benefit was derived

from the practical demonstrations and lectures.

Among the many fine exhibits of the manufacturers

Ansco Company took its accustomed place by dis-

playing as fine an assemblage of prints on Cyko and
Enlarging Cyko as has ever been shown at a meeting

of this kind.

The convention was dominated by the "get-

together" ''one big family" spirit inspired by Pres-

ident Kucker and its success was largely due to the

''at home" feeling that prevailed. The officers for

1917 are,

President Alva C. Townsend, Lincoln, Nebraska,

Vice President, Henry Moore, Kansas City,

Secretary, Harry R. Pottenger, Wichita, Kansas,

Treasurer, P. A. Miller, Arkansas City, Kansas.

The convention will be held in Kansas City again
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The Real Facts About the High Cost of Paper

AN INTERESTING pamphlet bearing the foregoing

/A title, has recently been published by The Barta
Press, Boston. The photographic paper field

is subject to the same or similar conditions to those

prevailing in the field they investigated, and even as

the increased cost of materials has forced higher prices

in print paper, so may the increased cost of photographic

raw stock ultimately force increases in the prices of

photographic papers. The article follows:

''To give our customers the inside facts on the paper
situation, we have just completed a thorough investiga-

tion of present conditions in paper making. Our inten-

tion was to learn whether paper prices would increase,

decrease or remain stationary for the balance of the

year, and the facts on which to base our conclusions.

We wanted these facts to present to customers who
were undecided whether to get out certain printing now,
or to wait a few months for a possible break in prices.

"We began the investigation on the fundamental
conditions governing the cost of the raw materials from
which paper is made: wood pulp, sulphite pulp, rags,

clay, chemicals, aniline dyes, coal and labor.

"As high as S28 a cord is being paid for wood pulp by
some mills that bought the same product a year ago for'

$12. One of the most important causes for this is the

shortage of wood choppers. Men cannot be had and,

unless enough wood can be chopped during the winter

months, there is no remedy until the following winter,

as this wood cannot be gotten out in the summer in the

majority of places. Indications point to an even
greater scarcity of choppers for the coming winter, and
a consequent increase in wages for such as are available.

These conditions indicate an increase rather than a

decrease in the cost of this important raw material.

"Wood chips and other bits too small for ordinary use

are changed by the action of sulphurous acid into a
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pulp, known in the paper industry as sulphite pulp, an
important raw material used in the production of the

medium grades of paper. This country has always

drawn a large percentage of its sulphite pulp from
Scandinavia but, owing to present conditions in Nor-
way and Sweden, the prices for this raw material there

are very high. It is reported that the Scandinavian

mills are paying as high as $30 to $35 a ton for coal and,

in addition, the freight rates and war risks make the

price to the American mills almost prohibitive. Even
in this country the increased costs of wood, acids, coal

and labor make the production costs of this pulp

unusually high. No relief for these conditions is in

sight, and the indications are that the price of this

pulp is apt to go up rather than down.

"A year ago the price of rags was 400 per cent, above
normal. The widespread agitation by the newspapers,

advising the conservation of all rags, increased the

supply and reduced the price for the time being. But
the relief was only temporary, since the increasing

scarcity and high cost of both wood and sulphite pulps

made it necessary for many of the paper manufacturers

to use more rags, so that today rag prices are still 200 to

300 per cent, above normal, and steadily growing.

"Another important raw material is the clay used on
coated papers to give a smooth surface for printing

halftones satisfactorily. Most of this clay is imported
from England, and all the clay used for high grade

coated stock is English, since the American clay is too

gritty. However, for coating inferior grades of stock

a mixture of American and English clays is used. The
difficulty of importing enough English clay is increasing

rather than decreasing, so that prices show no imme-
diate prospect of any decrease.

"Inasmuch as the major portion of the different

chemicals that enter into the manufacture of paper
always has been imported, the inability of the American
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mills to get the necessary supply accounts for the pre-

vailing high prices. Even the chemicals of American
manufacture are now being turned into the making of

war munitions. The cost of chemicals has advanced
from IOC to 500 per cent. Aniline dyes, for instance,

have increased from an average of 40 to 50 cents per

pound to $10 to $25 per pound. For a time there was
some prospect of relief from the soaring prices of the

foreign dyes because American manufacturers began to

produce a few of the dyestuffs heretofore imported from
Germany. But since the basic materials used in the

making of these dyes were in greater demand for the

manufacture of explosives, the result is that very few
dyestuffs are being manufactured in this country

today.

''Coal that formerly sold at the mines for Si. 70 a ton

now costs $5.50 to $6.50. To this increased cost must
also be added the increase in freight rates. A concrete

idea of the result of these increases to the paper man-
ufacturer is gained by one typical case. In 191 6 one
mill paid $iio,ooc more for coal than in 191 5, and the

contract price for 191 7 is $240,000 over the contract

price for 191 6—a total increase in two years of $350,000.
This item alone represents an increased cost of $70
per ton of paper for this mill's entire output. Paper
weighs heavy and a ton of paper is a comparatively
small quantity.

"Last comes the steadily increasing cost of labor, not
only in increased wages, but in the cutting down of the

hours of the work day. All mills are paying more for

labor, and some districts are paying as high as 35 to 50
per cent, increase.

''Our investigation showed conclusively a steady
increase in the cost of all raw materials that enter into

the manufacture of paper. It showed further that

these costs are apt to increase rather than decrease.

We see no prospect for a break in paper prices."
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame
Louis Hesse was born in ''Old Cassville," Wis., on

the Mississippi, the same river that flows by Hannibal,

Mo., where Mark Twain first saw the sunshine. With no
inclination to wander from the parental surroundings

he spent his boyhood at home, and it was only after

reading two of Mark Twain's most famous books,

"Huckleberry Finn" and "Tom Sawyer," that he de-

veloped an ambition to stand on his own resources, and
not long after he left home and "roughed" it for a
while. Finally he arrived in St. Louis, and it was in

the old Hammer Studio on South Broadway that he
began to learn about photography. In 1889 he went to

Minneapolis and was employed as operator with one
firm eighteen years, after which, with B.C. Golfing of

St. Paul, he started out under the name of Golfing &
Hesse, a name that has stood foremost as one of the

leading studios on Nicollet Avenue for twelve years.

In his photographic work Mr. Hesse has let originality

be his guide with the result that he has been the creator

of new styles that have won instant favor, while at the

same time he has not overlooked the fact that the

"bread-and-butter" style of work always pays running

expenses to the extent of showing a gratifying profit.

As a pace-setter he has catered to the best class of trade

in Minneapofis and has been the means of keeping up
a keen competition that has resulted in the most up-to-

date showcases. It has been through the plasticity of

Cyko, its variety of grades and of surfaces, that Golfing

& Hesse have been able to always produce the results

which their trade demands.
It may be said that although getting along in years,

Louis—as he is best known—is always ready for the

call of conventions or other gatherings of interest to

the general welfare of his profession. He is always
much interested in anything new or promising in the

way of the new school of photography.
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HAMMER PLATES
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tographic values. They hold the

record of superiority under all

climatic conditions

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates for

field and studio work; and Hammer's
Extra Fast Orthochromatic, and D. C.

Orthochromatic Plates for color values
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Watch-like in its accuracy and excep-

tionally beautiful in appearance is the

Ansco Vest-Pocket Speedex—the only

camera of its kind in the world.

So small and so light it can be carried

with you always. Its high-grade lens

and shutter equipment gives it the power

to take rapidly moving objects and even

snap shots on cloudy or rainy days. It

gets the picture where the picture is

—

every time.

The user can easily and quickly

change the speed, aperture and focus

without losing sight of the image in the

finder, and without moving the camera.

No other camera gives you this impor-

tant advantage.

This remarkable camera is fully de-

scribed in the Ansco Catalog, free from

your dealer or from us.

ANSCO COMPANY binghamton, newyork
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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
''Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited''

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Regression of Image on Developing Papers of
the Character used for Portrait Work

WE HAVE recently been making a series of ex-

periments to determine some of the factors

that influence regression of the image (that is,

fading of the image according to the time that elapses

between printing and developing).

The tests were made under two general headings:

I—to determine the effect of time, and 2—the effect of

oxidizing agents. Under Section i the following tests

were made:
Paper directly from stock was exposed 35 seconds to

a test negative; one print developed at once, and the

others allowed to stand for different lengths of time and
then developed under the same conditions as the first,

i.e., i>^ minutes at 65° Fahr. in developer such as is

recommended for Professional Cyko in the Profes-

sional Cyko Pointer. The results show that with the

paper taken directly from stock, regression of the image
is first perceptible in from five to six hours. At fourteen

hours the image had regressed until it was faint and
mottled. At twenty-two and one-half hours the image
was very faint, being practically destroyed. These con-

ditions are illustrated in two prints reproduced and
designated as Nos. i and lA. Then some of the same
paper was desiccated by heating for two hours at 60°

Fahr. and subjected to the same tests. The image
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showed no perceptible regression until twenty-two
hours. The reproductions Nos. 2 and 2A illustrate this

condition. Paper from the same batch was then humidi-
fied, it being allowed to take up about 5% moisture and
subjected to the same tests. The image began to regress

immediately, being distinctly noticeable in one-half

hour. In four to five hours the image had receded until

the blacks and shadows were greatly reduced. This
regression was plotted by measuring the changes in

density, but as this part of the investigation is very
technical and requires the reproduction of charts we
will omit it.

Summary Table

Professional Cyko Noticeable Regression Image Spoiled

Untreated
Desiccated

6 hours

22 hours

y^ hour

12 to 16 hours

Humidified 4 to 5 hours

Looking over the preceding facts the following infer-

ences may be drawn:
1. That it is important to keep paper stored in a

reasonably dry place.

2. That the effect of humidity is to increase the

activity of the chlorides as an oxidizing agent, resulting

in the partial or total destruction of the latent image.

3. That prints should be developed immediately
after exposure or as soon after as may be possible.

We have tested all the developing papers on the

market with quality for portraiture, and the regression

of the image is, if anything, greater than with Cyko.
Therefore, when a photographer is having paper troubles

he should ascertain the humidifying conditions of the

room in which the paper is kept, and if too humid, he
should dry the paper. The photographer should also

bear in mind that better prints result when develop-

ment takes place immediately or very soon after making
the exposure.
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No. lA—Developed after sixteen hours
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No. 2—Heated at 60° F. Developed at once
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Xo. 2A—Heated at 60° F. Held twenty-two hours l^fore developed



PORTRAIT
Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws of Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

X. the perception of light and shade

THE correct, forceful and natural distribution of

light and shade is the best technical means avail-

able to give pictorial qualities to a portrait. The
clearer and the more balanced the division of light and
dark planes is made, the surer is the composition of a

pictorial effect. But it must be utilized as the main
factor, more important than any accessory or other

attribute. It will then by sheer force of its contrast

make the composition.

The eye enjoys the alternate play of light and dark

and its work consists principally of a hardly perceptible

repetition of the opening and contraction of the iris.

As detail is generally drowned in the shadows, in

pictures like Rembrandt's paintings, that are strictly

on the chiaroscural order, the ciliary muscle is at rest,

and the muscles revolving the eyeball have com-
paratively little to do, as the division is generally precise

and reduced to a few planes.

In a good light and shade composition the light should

always come from one source. Of course, there can be

reflex light, but there should be always one light

stronger than the others, or the clear rendering of

shadows, one of the greatest charms of light and shade

composition, becomes an impossibility. To work with

precision one must be skilled in the reading of light

effects on the human face. They vary constantly and
even the slightest movement of the head is apt to change

the entire design. A perfect composition of this kind

by photographic processes is impossible without con-

sulting the ground glass. The painter frequently looks

at his subject with one eye closed. This, I believe, the

operator rarely does. A gaze from both eyes, as we ah
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know, surrounds

the object too

much, and for that

reason as the oper-

ator sees with two

eyes and as it is

anyway impossible

for him to see the

image in exactly

the same way as it

is represented on
the ground glass,he

will not be able to

imitate accurately

what he sees before

him. No matter
how favorable the

composition may
look to him, there

^•^- '
Self-portrait. By Rerr^brandt

^^,jjj ^^ ^ ^jj^j^^ jjf
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ferentiation in the disposition of lines, shades and even

values. Only on the ground glass he will see the repre-

sentation of the subject as it really will be. The camera
has only one visual angle—the limited one—eye view,

and reproduces objects in that way, and thus the

ground glass frequently neglected by very clever oper-

ators, should be what the mirror is to the painter—the

master and judge of the situation.

Of all the various lighting schemes the simplest are

no doubt the best. Either to show the face with its

larger side well lighted and the other in shadow with a

reflex light indicating the contour, as in Fig. i, or to

show both sides lighted with accents of darkness under

the eyes and chin, along the nose and around one of

the corners of the mouth—these seem to be the sanest

methods. For despite the tonal deluge that we have
encountered in recent years, the aims of most pro-
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fessionals seem to be after all to display as much light

as possible in a face. What we want is to show the

structure and modeling, the drawing of the features,

and this can be easiest accomplished either by showing
the face with well defined shadows en masse (with juxta-

position of light and dark masses) or evenly lighted with
the features expressed in actual lines. Notice the

difference in this respect in Rembrandt's "Self-por-

trait" and Van Dyck's 'Trince of Nassau."
The roundness of the face is very much neglected in

recent portraiture, and I do not believe that the public

is indifferent to this quality. The best modelers are

light and shadow, and although people might be as-

tonished at such forceful modeling as in Fig. i, they

would learn to like it if it were offered to them, as most
people have sufficient discrimination to judge whether
a cheek in a portrait is flat or round, and I trust they

would prefer the

latter quality if it

was left to them.

With the aim of

producing a dozen

or more faces a day
in an effective and
lifelike manner, the

photographers are

forced to experi-

mentwith light. Of
course they all ar-

rive sooner or later

at a certain rout-

ine, specially adap-

ted to the light

sources of their

studios. Still, they

welcome every in-

novation. In re- ^i^. , "Prince of Nassau." By Van Dyck
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cent years no other

lighting scheme (ex-

^^f*" '^ 3 cepting perhaps Wes-
jpln ^JS^ 1| ton's out-of-door ex-

'^'^^*''^^
I)osures) has attracted

>o much attention as

the double lighting. It

was, if not originated,

at least made into a

specialty by Lerski of

Milwaukee, and since

then it has been put
into practice in endless

modifications.

It is a reliable and
picturesque method.
It animates the face,

no matter how it is

applied. The shadow
running down the mid-
dle of the face and
along the ridge of the

nose, however, is an extreme as it is suitable only

to very few faces. It also has the tendency to render

the complexion too dark. By placing the sitter in a

corner with a window at each side and the light from
each equally strong, you will get this result. The same
can be obtained in a bay-window, shutting off the light

of the center window. The light must be strong or it

will not produce the desired effect of concentrating

the shadows in the middle of the face and neutral-

izing them on both sides. The light must not come
from any great distance or be diffused like that of most
skylights.

But it seems to me that double lighting has a much
more desirable quality. It can strengthen the face

without darkening it; on the contrary it can represent
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the face lighter than almost any other method. This

can be accomplished by making the shadows fall just

a trifle away from the center of the face. Fig. 3 was
posed between two strong sources of light that were
parallel to each other and each about ten feet away from
the sitter. The one was a skylight of northwestern

exposure in the afternoon when the light is strongest,

and the other an ordinary window of southeastern ex-

posure. By showing the face slightly in three-quarter,

the shadows were not concentrated into a compact
mass, but were scattered and broken up into various

dark accents. The result is a well lighted face with some
strength and animation to it. This is due to the play of

light and shadows which complement and neutralize

each other. The effect is a subtle one, the shadows are

found in unexpected places and indefinite in shape, and
yet they are forceful and
help to give roundness to the

face, namely, Fig. 4, which
was taken much under the

same conditions as Fig. 3.

Still, the flatter treat-

ment of Fig. 3 is preferable

in a large head. The eye
notices no distinct spots

aside from the features,

and is at the same time
pleasantly irritated by the

subtle gradations of tone.

And the indefinite shadow
forms (reduced to a min-
imum in this painting)

pleasantly excite the re-

tina, as they are seen at

the first glance, in masses
and not in their various Fig.

4

J , -1 Posed by S. A. Cooley Studio
aeiailS. Denver, Colo.
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Help the Liberty Loan

IN
furtherance of previous correspondence, and with

the approval of the Director of PubUcity, Liberty
Loan of 191 7, the Federal Photographic Society of

America urgently requests all photographers to volun-

teer their patriotic services in assisting toward floating

the Second Liberty Loan, by submitting photographs
which are suitable for poster or newspaper advertising

of the Loan.

To insure that prompt and efficient selection of the

photographs may be made, the Federal Photographic
Society will act as a volunteer bureau and will provide

a committee of at least six men, each qualified for his

special work; two for technical quality, two for artistic

quality, and two for advertising value.

Twenty-five photographs, which, in the opinion of

the committee are best suited to purposes of national

advertising, will be submitted to the Director of Pub-
licity, to be used or not, as he may direct. From the

balance of photographs submitted twenty-five will be
selected from each of the twelve Federal Reserve dis-

tricts, and this number will be forwarded to the official

in charge of publicity in each district.

The rules by which selection will be governed are as

follows

:

(i) Prints must not be less than 5x7 inches nor more
than 16 X 20 inches, including mounts.

(2) Unmounted prints will be considered, but
mounted ones are preferred.

(3) No prints will be returned; those accepted will

become the property of the Treasury Department to be

used as may be found desirable. It is the present in-

tention of the Federal Photographic Society to select

from the balance of prints submitted a large number to

be used as a Patriotic Exhibit, proper credit for work
to be given in all cases.
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(4) Advertising slogans, accompanying prints, al-

ways increase their value, and prints so provided will be

given preference, other things being equal.

(5) Prints suitable for halftone reproduction are

preferred. This does not exclude processes of color

photography and, in fact, this should be a good oppor-

tunity to demonstrate the value of such processes for

purposes of advertising.

(6) Affix your name, address. Federal Reserve Dis-

trict, slogan, and any other matter of interest to the

back of each print submitted.

(7) All prints must be submitted not later than

November 15, 191 7.

(8) Mail all prints to E. L. Crandall, Secretary,

Federal Photographic Society, 1752 Euclid St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

The New England Convention
a Success

The Photographers' Association of New England
held its 19th annual convention in Infantry Hall,

Providence, R. L, from September 25th to 27th, in-

clusive, and while it was the first Photographers'

Convention ever held in Providence it was one of

the most satisfactory meetings yet held from many
points of view. The attendance was 347, and the

banquet was enjoyed by 129. The exhibits were most
attractive and well arranged, and altogether formed
an interesting and educational display worth study-

ing. Ansco Company's exhibit was in charge of W.
A. Rockwood, and merited high praise from the pho-
tographers attending as well as the local daily papers.

The next annual convention of the New England
Photographers' Association will be held in Spring-

field, Mass.
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Portrait by Louis Fabian Bachrach
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THEY say that it is comparatively easy for one to

be an artist and to express one's own personality in

creative work—that all that is necessary is to fol-

low one's strongest desires. But to combine with such

talent the wisdom of an executive capable of directing

the work of other artists is to be a leader. The man who
can change a self-conscious stranger into a friendly vis-

itor whose heart feels contentment, is a psychologist, and
in order for a photographer to create an organization

capable of producing these results he must be like Louis

Fabian Bachrach, possessed of all these essential gifts.

"My desire," says Mr. Bachrach, "is not to make
photographs that merely show the outside of a person.

I want to produce portraits which will show the real

person. It is easy, you know, to make pictures that

look like the sitter; but to get portraits that actually

are the sitter—that is the great task. I don't want to

spend my life making photographs that cause people to

say calmly, ' Yes, that looks just Hke you.' I want them
to say, 'Having this portrait of you is almost the

same as having you here in the room—it seems to be
alive.' " For years Louis Fabian Bachrach has been

doing this work successfully. His organization has

grown steadily and surely, and now his well appointed

studios in Boston, Providence and Worcester are the

centers not only of high-class patronage, but of enthu-

siasm and loyalty inspired by himself in his considera-

tion for his many artist employes. All their thought,

study and attention are given to their work in hand and
they do not trouble themselves about facing the pay-

roll on Saturday night.

With such cooperation and keeping in mind the motto
that every customer must be pleased before leaving the

studio, it is easy to see that the fame and success of

all the Bachrach studios will not suffer as time goes on.

The Bachrach studios have been consistent users of

Cyko for several years.



IF IN DOUBT USE

HAMMER PLATES!
Purity of chemicals and perfection

of emulsion combine to give

them speed and qualities

that are unsurpassed

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates for

field and studio work; and Hammer's
Extra Fast Orthochromatic, and D. C.

Orthochromatic Plates for color values

RES. TRADE MARK

Hammer's little book

"A Short Talk on Negative Making"
mailed free

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

1 29-1 3 1 West Twenty-second Street

New York City
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CAMERAS €. SPEj^ffiC FILM

Ansco
Vest-Pocket
Speedex
No. 3

Equipped with
Modico Anas-
tigmat lens, F
7.5, $31; Ansco
Anastigmat, F
6.3, $40; F 5,

$47.50; Goerz
Celor, F 4.8, or
Zeiss -Tessar. F
4 5, $56.

Watch-like in its accuracy and excep-

tionally beautiful in appearance is the

Ansco Vest-Pocket Speedex—the only

camera of its kind in the world.

So small and so light it can be carried

with you always. Its high-grade lens

and shutter equipment gives it the power

to take rapidly moving objects and even

snap shots on cloudy or rainy days. It

gets the picture where the picture is

—

every time.

The user can easily and quickly

change the speed, aperture and focus

without losing sight of the image in the

finder, and without moving the camera.

No other camera gives you this impor-

tant advantage.

This remarkable camera is fully de-

scribed in the Ansco Catalog, free from

your dealer or from us.

ANSCO COMB^NYbinghamton, newyork
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In 1909 it was stated of

Cyko Paper
''Each grade of Cyko has more latitude,

plasticity, chromatic rendition and

proper scale ofgradation than any other

paper. Its scope is unlimited"

and yet its scope has been enlarged

every year since, so that in 1917 it

has taken the place of all former print-

ing processes, because it has the bril-

liancy of platinum, and delicacy of

carbon— and in the Enlarging grades

all of the above mentioned qualities

with speed almost equal to Bromide

paper.

CYKO is the single and universal expression

of photography today

Ansco Company
Binghamton, N. Y.
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Vol. IX

Signal Corps Appeals for Lenses for Aircraft
Cameras

THE Chief Signal Officer requests that the wid-

est publicity possible be given the following

appeal

:

People of the United States are asked to help the

Signal Corps of the Army get lenses enough for cameras
for the fleet of observation airplanes now being built.

The need is immediate and of great importance; the

airplanes are the eyes of the Army and the camera
lenses are the pupils of those eyes.

German lenses can no longer be bought in the open
market. England met this difficulty in the earlier

stages of the war by requiring lens owners to register

lenses and requisitioning those needed. The Bureau
of Standards of the United States Department of Com-
merce is now perfecting a substitute for the German
"crown barium" glass used for lenses and will later

be able to meet the needs, and special lenses are being

designed for this work.

The situation now, however, is that, with airplanes

soon to be ready for service, suitable lenses cannot be

bought. Hundreds are needed at once. Possessors

of the required types are urged to enlist their lenses in

the Army. They are asked immediately to notify

the photographic division of the Signal Corps, United
States Army, Mills Building Annex, Washington, D. C,
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of lenses of the following descriptions which they arc

willing to sell, stating price asked:

Tessar anastigmat lenses, made by Carl Zeiss Jena,

of a working aperture of F 3.5 or F 4.5, from S}i to 20

inches focal length.

Bausch & Lomb Zeiss Tessars, F 4.5, from 8/4 to 20

inches focal length.

Voigtlander Heliar anastigmat lenses, F 4.5, 8V4 to

24 inches focal length.

Change at Schaeffer Photo Supply Co.

On September ist, 191 7, Mr. L. C. Irons acquired

from Mr. A. E. Schaeffer the controlhng interest in the

Schaeffer Photo Supply Company of Houston, Texas,

Mr. Schaeffer retiring to look after other interests.

Mr. V. A. Saunders, who has been connected with

the company for the past six years, became Vice-Presi-

dent. Mr. J. F. Welch, well known to the photogra-

phers of Texas, will represent the company on the road.

Inasmuch as Mr. Irons has been Secretary of the

company and active in its management since its incor-

poration in 1910, in addition to his several years'

previous association, the friends and patrons of the

company will understand that there is little likelihood

of there being any change in the business policy to be

pursued in the future.

Mr. Irons desires to assure customers of his house
that they will continue to receive that same high-

class service which has made the Schaeffer Photo
Supply Company a success.

From a Report by G. Archer Lindsay, Pacific Coast
Demonstrator:

''I found a Japanese woman in charge of the studio

who could not speak English, but as soon as I said

Cyko she grinned all over and remarked, *Cyko all

right.'"
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Does Advertising Lower Selling Cost ?

THE idea that the cost of advertising raises prices

is a fallacy and the proof is not hard to find.

Selling goods is costly business—no matter what
the goods or what the selling methods. Anything which
creates demand on a large scale, and thus makes selling

easier, is bound to reduce selling costs and thus helps

to reduce prices.

But evidence is better than argument and facts are

better than theories. The Association of National

Advertisers has recently been at great pains to collect

an immense body of data from its members to prove
that advertising reduces selling costs and thus tends

to reduce or stabilize the selling price of the goods.

For example, a prominent hat manufacturer has, by
means of advertising, reduced his selling cost seven

cents per hat. Result—the buyer gets a hat of better

quality at no increase in price; this despite increased

cost of raw material and workmanship.
When the manufacturer of a famous breakfast food

specialty began advertising, his goods sold at 15 cents

a package. Today the package is fifty per cent, larger

and the price has been reduced to 10 cents. Again
advertising did it, the same causes producing the same
results.

The producer of another well-known food specialt}'

is selling his goods at 25 per cent, less to the wholesale

trade than four years ago.

Twenty years ago a nationally advertised shaving

stick was sold in a cheap leatherette covered box.

Today a stick containing 20 per cent, more soap is sold

in a handsome nickel box at the same price.

Then take the most conspicuous example of them all

—automobiles—and compare the $5,000 or $10,000

car of ten years ago with the equally good car of today,

selling for a fraction of the money.
National advertising has created demand on a larger
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scale and thus permitted production and distribution

on a larger scale. Improved manufacturing efficiency

and reduced selling costs are the results. The steady

increase in the cost of labor and raw materials, with

advertising eliminated, in many cases might have
caused greatly increased prices for the goods.

"A triumph of economical marketing" is the only

possible verdict for advertising in the face of these facts.

Middle Atlantic States Convention

In order that the 191 8 convention of the Professional

Photographers' Association of the Middle Atlantic

States, which is to be held in Baltimore, Md., next

spring, will be the best ever held by that organization

the members of the Professional Photographers' Asso-

ciation of Maryland are now rapidly forming their

plans.

With this object in view, President James W. Scott

of the local organization called a special meeting of the

body at which plans for the entertainment of the Middle
Atlantic States organization were thoroughly gone into,

the financial and publicity committees were agreed upon,

convention headquarters, suitable hall for the conven-

tion and exhibition and other features of the gathering

were discussed.

The Marylanders are determined to convince the

members of the Middle Atlantic States Association

that they made no mistake when they decided to hold

their next convention in the Monumental City.

The officers of the Maryland Association are as fol-

lows : President James W. Scott, Vice-President Herman
EUerbrock, Secretary Joseph C. Christhilf, and Treas-

urer William Kinling.
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A Convenient Method of Handling Cut Films
The problem of developing cut films either singly or in

tanks has vexed many photo-finishers and has produced
many makeshift methods, some of which have been

fairly successful and others decidedly unsatisfactory.

The Photographic Appliances Company of Minne-
apolis has evolved a device known as the ''Pa-Co"
Film Hanger, which is claimed by the manufacturers to

enable finishers to handle easily and rapidly quantities of

cut film from film packs, or portrait films. The '

'Pa-Co''

hangers are here illustrated. They consist of metal
frames with a grooved hollow rod. The hangers are

filled on a loading rack in the manner illustrated by
punching each film with the needle rod that runs the en-

tire length of the hanger. The "master hanger" hooks
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over the top of the developing tank, and additional units

may be suspended as desired in chain formation clear to

the bottom of the tank. The films remain attached to

the hangers in the fixing and washing tanks and are not

removed until dry and ready for printing, when they are

released by simply withdrawing the perforating needle.

The Texas Convention a Big Success

THE eighteenth annual convention of the Profes-

sional Photographers' Association of Texas, which
was held at Houston, Texas, October loth to 12th

inclusive, is reported to have been the best convention

that the Association has enjoyed in many years. The
convention opened in the City Auditorium with an at-

tendance of one hundred fifty, seventy-five of whom were
owners of studios. The feature of the convention was the

Model Studio, in charge of a competent photographer in

each department in which the proper handling of photo-

graphic work was demonstrated in detail from beginning

to end, showing the completed photograph in an attract-

ive frame or folder. Many of the members present were
invited to demonstrate in the Studio, and in that way
the other members had the benefit of the skill and
experience of their brothers in the profession. The
Studio proved a mutual exchange of ideas, not unlike

a clearing house for photographic conceptions.

The exhibits were attractive and interesting, and
the Houston press referred to Ansco Company's ex-

hibit as ''the finest photographic work that can be
turned out." Mr. W. A. Rockwood and Mr. J. W.
Haines represented Ansco Company at the convention.

The social activities carried out during the conven-
tion were of a most entertaining nature, and the mem-
bers of the Photographic Association of Texas are only

too glad to give credit to the people of Houston who
were such willing contributors to the successful enter-

tainment of the out-of-town visitors.
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws or Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

XI. contrast, diffusion and detail

DIFFUSION is possible only in tonal renderings.

It is much in favor of late. It has in a way re-

placed the monotones of flat tone compositions,

of representing objects in a few slightly differentiated

planes of low tonality. In other words diffusion means
tonal representation with a profusion of details. This

in itself necessitated a higher key, and the play of subtle

values within a middletint tonality.

It is scarcely suitable for everyday portraiture. But
there are always people who prefer the exception and
who are willing to pay for the privilege, and with this

kind of client the hazy aspect of Violet Romer's por-

trait, Fig. I, will be most gratifying. It surely has the

merit of delicate values, of suggesting sunlight (in the

original at least) and of representing a figure in an
interior in a natural and refined manner. The por-

trait quality of course had to be slighted. It is merely

the vague impression of a personality, like Mile. Mori-
zot's "Young Woman at the Ball."

Diffused representations on this order have really

no dominant point of interest. It is the particular

tonality that makes the main impression upon the eye.

It remains a passive sensation rather than a process of

active perception. The eye is not capable of reviewing

all the various differentiations of tone separately, nor

would there be any special purpose of doing it: thus

the eye wanders about the picture area in a rather lazy,

listless fashion. All diffusion demands to be appre-

ciated is the muscular adjustment from top to bottom,
right to left, and vice versa. The effort is shght, and
I often wondered whether this style of representation

does not make a special appeal to the shortsighted
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person. Myopic persons in ordinary life have the same
range of vision that is exploited in these pictures. They
are used to blurred views and more readily compre-
hend them. It has also been claimed that practitioners

(painters as well as photographers) who practice diffu-

sion are generally shortsighted. I would not exactly

endorse this statement, as no doubt many are induced

to adopt this style simply because it is fashionable.

But there is no doubt that in the general public short-

sighted people furnish a larger number of tonal appre-

ciators than those with normal vision, just as long-

sighted persons clamor for sharpness of representation.

Shortsighted people generally see well close by; only
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at a certain distance of several feet things begin to

assume a more hazy aspect. Thus when they view the

representation of a figure as Fig. i, that in real life

would necessitate those changes of eye-form that occur

when the eye proceeds from near to distant vision,

they do not become particularly conscious of the dif-

Fig- 2 Young Woman at the Ball

By Mile. Berthe Morizot

fusion but accept it as something they are used to see.

Every part of such a picture can be -considered the cen-

ter of the field of vision, and no matter where it is,

all other parts have merely a vague and almost equal

relation to this point.

Contrast, as shown in Fig. 3, the Infante picture by
Velasquez, and Fig. 4, the "Water Carrier" by Millet,
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produces just the opposite effect of diffusion. They
stimulate the eye by their abruptness of gradations.

Of course in Fig. 4 we notice a certain uniformity of

tone as the contrast consists only of one dark mass
against another, but in Fig. 3 we experience a constant

change. The iris becomes active as it glides from one

Infante Marguerite Therest

dark spot to the other, and as this is impossible without
crossing a light plane, the alternation of effects pro-

duces a constant expansion and contraction. The
eye seems to enjoy this activity and it is easiest pro-

duced pictorially by a pattern design, of which picture-

makers have been fond at all times. A very large per-

centage of all full length figures by the Old Masters,
as well as the so-much-liked representations of female
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figures in Japanese color prints are little more than

idealized fashion plate designs. If the pattern is

clearly represented, agreeable in motif and not too con-

spicuous in detail, it always adds to the interest. It

will attract the eye and keep it busy. Of course, it has

to be managed in such a way that it serves merely as

"Water Carrier" By J. F. Millet

an embellishment and does not detract from the face.

I do not believe that this is always the case, even with

painters of the reputation of a Velasquez. The con-

trast in Fig. 3 seems to be too decided, too large in its

shapes to be perfectly balanced by the face, which
dominates the composition only on account of its posi-

tion, on the top of a pyramid form. The eye is quickly
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Marie Antoinette
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led up to it, but it is apt to linger too long in the dark
embroidery. The outlines of the triangular shape are

very much modified and the line work too pronounced
to give the face the prominence it should possess. A
more minute pattern is generally a safer vehicle, for

the oval of the face will control the rest of the picture

as soon as it is the largest plane of importance in a tonal

composition. If the pattern consists of minute repeti-

tion the distinctness of the features will win out, and
if the pattern is confused or very intricate the flat

tonality will perform the task. In a painting there is

still the consideration of color values to be considered,

and as far as I remember the pink tinge of the face and
the yellow of the hair in the original furnish the most
conspicuous color notes, and in that way balance the

gray tonality, the black and white of the dress. But
this is not noticeable in the reproduction and really

not feasible in monochrome.
Fig. 5, Lebrun's "Marie Antoinette," is a tonal

composition with an excess of clear detail. This calls

for an increased and prolonged curvature of the lens

of the eye. It would be fatiguing to take in all the

details of the gown, and therefore they have to be
composed in such a way that they do not detract from
the more important parts of the picture. The eye is

caught at once by the luminosity of the face and bust,

and the circular form of the arm and hands serves as a

sort of resistance to any further too scrupulous exami-
nation. It checks the desire optically for further visual

exploitation, and the lower part of the picture remains
really unnoticed. The general darkness of the back-

ground and the neglect of detail in the lower right corner

are the cause of this.

Detail, no matter whether clear in parts or entirely

diffused, or on the order of a pattern, should in a por-

trait always be arranged in such a way that we feel it

as a part of minor importance.
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Portrait by Philip Conklin
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

SOME little time ago we were told by Mr. Philip

Conklin that it was about seventeen years since a

kindly gentleman of the insurance persuasion who
had a very bad case of amateur photography, pre-

sented one of his junior clerks with a camera. It was a

treasure then but now it is known to have been nothing

but two small wooden boxes, one sliding into the other.

They worked together off and on for a year or two
making many wonderful things (Mr. Conklin informs

us that the word "wonderful" is deliberately chosen),

until at last the services of the junior clerk were dis-

pensed with. Just at that time being in need of money
he applied at the Albany Art Union for work and was
accommodated. During the next seven years he
worked at different times for M. D. Hanson, Portland,

Maine, E. F. Hall, Buffalo, Levi Moore, Albany, N. Y.,

and Gustave Lorey of the same city. Ten years ago a

relative advanced money to buy the Schroder Studio in

Troy, N. Y. The first year was a bad one—some
money was lost, but the succeeding period has fully

justified the chosen principles. The establishment

was, and is, run with the idea of using every faculty to

please the public with photographs and courtesy.

Mr. Conklin furnished us this data in a matter-of-

fact way regarding his business career and profes-

sional achievements and remarked, "I didn't ask a

friend to 'write me up' because he would have felt it

his duty to indulge in some flattery or 'mush,' so I

have given you a rough sketch of my life which is only

of interest to me." We have preferred not to deviate

from the simple narrative given us for we are a friend

of Mr. Conklin and admire his work as much as the

public does.

It will be remembered that Philip Conklin won first

prize ($500) for his photograph of Miss Justine John-
stone in Ansco Company's Loveliest Women Contest
of 1914.
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Speedex
No. 3
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Modico Anas-
tigmat lens, F
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Anastigmat, F
6.3, $40; F 5,

$47.50; Goerz
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Watch-like in its accuracy and excep-

tionally beautiful in appearance is the

Ansco Vest-Pocket Speedex—the only

camera of its kind in the world.

So small and so light it can be carried

with you always. Its high-grade lens

and shutter equipment gives it the power

to take rapidly moving objects and even

snap shots on cloudy or rainy days. It

gets the picture where the picture is

—

every time.

The user can easily and quickly

change the speed, aperture and focus

without losing sight of the image in the

finder, and without moving the camera.

No other camera gives you this impor-

tant advantage.

This remarkable camera is fully de-

scribed in the Ansco Catalog, free from

your dealer or from us.

ANSCO COMPANY binghamton. newtork
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PORTRAIT
Monomet Gives Satisfaction

Ansco Co^rpANY, MurfreesborOjTenn.
Binghamton, N. Y. September 2, 191 7.

Gentlemen:
I beg to write you in regard to your Monomet.

Since Metol went out I have had quite a lot of trouble

with my developing. I have used several different

substitutes for Metol and I did not get satisfactory

results from them so I have been using mostly,

and was having so much trouble with my developing

that I decided to try something new. I wrote W. D.
Gatchel & Son telling them to send me i oz. of the

best thing they had to take the place of Metol. They
sent me i oz. of Monomet, and on testing it I found
that it fully takes the place of Metol. I am well

pleased with it and aim to stock up on it at once,

fearful it might go out.

I have been working in the photographic business

seventeen years and I know what a developer is, and
will say that any photographer who has not tried

Monomet should do so and see for himself.

Yours very truly, (Signed) J. L. Thomason,
Manager, The Thomason Studio.

Lenses Wanted
Have you any lenses answering the following speci-

fications ? Apertures F 3
.
5 and F 4

.
5

.

Focal lengths, 8^4 to 24 inches.

Makes: Carl Zeiss Tessars, Bausch & Lomb Zeiss

Tessars, Voigtlander Heliar, Euryplan, Cooke, Goerz,

Moia, Bush, Ross, Ross-Zeiss, Krauss, Krauss-Zeiss,

Steinheil-Isostigmar

.

If so, it is a patriotic duty for you to notify the

Photographic Division of the Signal Corps, U. S. A.,

825 Mills Building Annex, Washington, D. C, de-

scribing the lens and stating your price.
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The Care of Lenses

A LENS being a delicate optical instrument, it

must be taken care of if it is to remain in good
working order. It does not at all follow that

because it looks to be in good condition, that it is so.

A fall may not cause any apparent injury, but all the

same may throw it out of adjustment; and the only

way to be quite sure that it is perfect is by means of

a careful optical test, which few are in a position to

make. A chip off one of the components (if the lenses

are otherwise uninjured) may make no appreciable

difference in its working, if the chipped part is care-

fully blacked over; whereas a little strain or displace-

ment of one of the glasses may affect it very seriously.

It is necessary for lightness to keep the metal tubes

forming the amount as thin as possible, and this

involves very shallow and easily injured screw threads.

The components should, therefore, be taken out as

seldom as can be, reliance being kept on the mount as

far as the exclusion of dust is concerned. It ought
not to be necessary to clean the inside surfaces of a
compound lens more frequently than once in a year

or two; and the less the outside surfaces require

cleaning the better for the lens. Some of the glasses

used are necessarily not very hard; and even hard
glass is more easily injured by rubbing in the case

of a lens than it would be in a sheet, since the

hard outer skin is removed in grinding the lens to

shape .

—

Photography

.

Army Enlistments

The photographic division of the United States Army
has supplied the Photographers' Association with en-

listment blanks, or they may be had on application to

the photographic division of the Signal Corps, Mills

Building, Washington, D. C.
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Cyko Wins Gold Medal in Central America

Central America Photographic Co.

P. O. Box 928. San Jose, Costa Rica, C. A.

Ansco Company, Binghamton,N.Y. Oct. 25, 191 7.

By request of Mr. J. C. Sotillo, who sailed for Eng-
land on the 15th inst., General ^Managing Director of

the firm which bears his name in this city, we are per-

mitted to inform you that the said Mr. Sotillo received

the first prize, gold medal, at the National Exposition

which took place in this city from the 15th to 30th of

September. It might be to your interest to know that

a user of Cyko Paper during the last fourteen years

has obtained such a signal distinction.

The prints entered by Mr. Sotillo which received the

prize were portraits against the light, and a series of

very beautiful landscapes. Very truly yours,

I. A. Stewart, Foreign Manager.

In the Interests of Better Service

On January i, 1918, the Minneapolis branch office of

Ansco Company will be consolidated with Ansco Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. This consolidation is being made for

the reason that most points in the territory now served

by the Minneapolis branch can be served just as ex-

peditiously from Chicago as from Minneapolis, notwith-

standing the fact that distances are somewhat greater,

and also because Ansco Company of Chicago carries

a very large stock to enable it to serve the great de-

mands of the territory in which it distributes goods and
is therefore able to serve its customers to better ad-

vantage at all times than the Minneapolis branch.

All shipments to our customers who are now purchas-

ing through Ansco Company, Minneapolis, will on and
after January i, 1918, be made from Ansco Company,
325 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111., and after

that date all orders for our products should be sent there.
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Loving One's Work

THERE are many so-called roads to success, but
the starting point in every case must be a natural

love for one's work, whatever that work may be.

Wherever you can put a finger on a man who has made a

success in life I can show you a man who loved his

work. A man cannot expect to succeed in business

without loving his work any more than he can expect

to be happy in his home without loving his family.

When a man reaches the shady side of life and is

classed as a failure, he attributes his lack of success to

many causes—to "combination of circumstances," etc.,

but in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the "combina-
tion of circumstances" could have been turned into

opportunities of success if the individual had only

learned to love his work.

Love is conceded to be the most potent influence in

the universe, and love for one's work is the strongest

influence that makes for success; in other words, one's

success in the business world is just in proportion to

one's love for his work. You often hear a man say, "If

I had So-and-so's job I could love that work, but no one

could ever love my job." Such people unthinkingly de-

ceive themselves and pave the way to their own failure

.

Love is universal in its application and is not limited

by the kind of work one has to do. A street sweeper

can love his children just as much as a railroad president

can love his children, and by the same token, a hod
carrier can love his work just as much as a bank ofiicial

can love his work. It rests entirely with the individual.

If you and I are not satisfied with our present work,
the thing to do is to look forward and aspire to something
better, something that means progress, but the very
minute that we develop a thought of dislike or hate

toward our present work we put an unsurmountable
obstacle in the way of the better job ahead.

But just what does it mean to love one's work?
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First, let us get a clear conception of what love means
and then we can begin to learn how to love our work.

Professor Drummond has said that love is the greatest

thing in the world. Then is it not high time for you
and me to begin to know something about this "greatest

thing in the world" and learn how to apply it to our

work and our daily living? To love a thing means
really to see it in its true light, to know the truth

about it, to possess a full, complete and perfect knowl-

edge of its reality. If you had a perfect knowledge
of everything in the universe, would that not be to

you the greatest thing in the world? Therefore, we
want to view our work in its true light and have a
perfect understanding of what is the object of our

work and the motive behind it.

First of all, a man's work, no matter whether he be

running an elevator or a bank, is the reflection of his

own thought. To prove this, take away the man's
thinking capacity and see what becomes of his work.
Now if your work is the reflection or product of your
thought, then what you have to deal with in order to

make your work progressive and successful is your
own thinking and not the work itself. This brings

us to the point of seeing clearly that the difi"erence

between failure and success in one's work is just the

difference between wrong thinking and right thinking.

To love your work, to see it in its true light, means
to hold a correct mental concept of the object you have
in view and the motive back of it. If your object is

purely a selfish one and you work only because you
have to, or simply for personal gain, if you are jealous

of some feflow worker or competitor and envious of

someone else's success, if you are inconsiderate of the

just rights of others in your business dealings, if you
constantly magnify other people's faults and ignore

their virtues, if you are resentful because of seemingly
adverse conditions, and last but not least, if you are
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making discouragement your bosom companion, then

you are far from loving your work.

Now reverse this mental process of thinking, and try

to see how much good can come to all around you by
doing your work well, endeavor to give your fellow

workers and competitors a helping hand whenever
the opportunity offers, congratulate the other fellow

on his success and tell him you are on the way, look

for the good in other people and overlook the bad,

and keep your mind so filled with thoughts of unselfish-

ness, opportunity and achievement that discourage-

ment can find no place to lodge in your consciousness.

If you do not feel that you have made a success in

life and are not satisfied with your progress up to date,

do not lay it to "circumstances," but look into your
own thought and see if you cannot locate the trouble

right there. Put yourself through a little mental
investigation and see if you really love your work, or

if you merely drag through it week in and week out

just because you do not want to starve.

There is always a better place ahead for every man,
no matter how low or how high he may be in the scale

of success today, but the only sure way to the job

ahead is to fill your present job so full that it runs

over. The very moment that one's excess efforts are

felt outside of his own job he is pretty apt to be given

work that will consume the surplus energy. It is like

a twelve-year-old boy outgrowing a suit of clothes

—

he is generally supplied with a larger suit at the right

time; so when one outgrows his present job there is

always a larger one waiting. Success in the business

world today is simply a matter of outgrowing each
job that we get just as fast as we can, and the way to

outgrow a job is to fall head over heels in love with it.

'Tis love that makes life worth the living, and 'tis

love that makes one's work a benefit to the world and
a pleasure to himself.

Copyrighted by J. R. McCleskey, in Abel's Photographic Weekly.
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Composition and the Functions of the Eye

The Laws of Vision as Applied to Portraiture

By Sidney Allan

XII. THE BALANCE OF PARTS AND MOTIONS

ONE of the painter's rules in regard to standing

figures is that a figure in order to be graceful

must rest the weight of the body on one leg,

in such a way that an imaginary line drawn vertically

through the pith of the neck downward would touch

the inner outline of the upper part of the leg that

carries the weight, as indicated in Fig. i. Figures

drawn out of plumb are supposed to be deprived of

grace. Now is it not a curious fact that Fig. i , obedient

to this law, after all lacks grace? This shows once

more beyond dispute that so many rules that apply

to painters have not the same significance to photog-

raphers. This particular rule is of value only in the

actual process of drawing or painting. The photog-

rapher simply copies nature and the model stands as

it is, dictated by the natural movement of the body
and the laws of gravity. Therefore, if a standing figure

in a photograph does not look graceful it is simply be-

cause the model was not graceful, or that the lines of

the costume did not conform to the demands of beauty.

The writer on photographic composition should never

forget that the photographer has to deal with entirely

different propositions than the painter. With him
the model is an actual part of his technical medium,
and not something outside of it that can be changed
at will. If the model happens to be too awkward for

a position as shown in Fig. i, there is nothing left but
to try another attitude.

The naturalness and gracefulness of a figure in photo-

graphic representations depend almost entirely on the

material at one's disposal, and one is generally very
limited in one's range of expression. Of course, the
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final result depends, as in painting, on a perfect bal-

ance of parts and motions. Violent gestures not being

permissible or even adaptable to portraiture, one can

deal only with restricted gestures and attitudes of

arrested motion. That is, a movement can be shown
only at that moment when it is about to start or when
it has been completed, and not during the period of

actual transaction. The position of arms and legs

and the twist of the body should always explain itself

or the pose or gesture will look forced, no matter how
gracefully assumed or executed. Besides, the arms
and hands should

remain as close to

the body as possi-

ble as they only

cause disturbances

in the line ai"range-

mentwhen they are

too far extended.

The Charles I, by
Van Dyck, is an
attitude full of life

and energy, yet the

beholder remain s in

doubt whether the

figure is posing or

actually walking,

that is, about to

take another step

in the next instant.

The suggestion of

movement in pho-
tography depends
on spontaneity of

execution— it has
to be caught in-

stantaneously. It
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must not be
forced but
must come
absolutely
natural. If

that part is

accomplish-

ed the rep-

resentation

will be grace-

ful if the
model was
graceful.

Some of

the accom-
panying il-

lustrations

are rather
elaborate in

composition

As soon as a

composition

is as compli-

cated as Fig.

4 it is strictly a balance of the more important parts

and no longer of detail, as each part contains and con-

trols its own share of detail. The tree, the horse, the

landscape, the other figures and the foreground all had
to be subordinated to the main figure. This is ex-

ceedingly difficult in photographic portraiture. Fig. 2

represents a modest attempt at it. There were the un-

wieldy gown and train, the fan of peacock feathers,

books and flowers. To pose a costume figure in an
ordinary studio is a difficult task, as all the parapher-

nalia looks so unreal, and it is almost impossible to

create any artistic atmosphere. I believe that the pyra-

mid form saved the composition, it disguised the chair

Posed by S. A. Cooley Studio, Denver
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which is hardly visible, and combined all the various

elements into one compact mass. The lighting is a

trifle harsh but it has the merit of having produced
contrast on not too conspicuous an order. The tapestry

background almost suited the subject.

But it is almost impossible for the photographer
to compete with such a finished composition, as, for

instance, Gainsborough's ''Mrs. Graham," Fig. 3. The
problem is to do justice to all parts, to give the sensa-

tion of unity and yet not to neglect detail and the por-

trait quality. Even our foremost pictorialists, as

Steichen, de Meyer, etc., have succeeded in producing
unity of effect only in tonal composition, which per-

mitted them to treat

detail in a broader

eHminating fashion.

This kind of dark to-

nality is apt to pro-

duce an artistic sensa-

tion, but it sacrifices

a good deal of actual

representation. But it

seems to be the only

way, as the eye even
of the layman is very
quick in detecting any
false, forced or un-

natural note in the

balance of parts as

well as in the render-

ing of motions. It in-

volves the process of

higher appreciation , in

which the mind begins

to analyze as soon as

the senses are doubt-

ful about the received ^'^- 3 "Mrs. Graham" By Gainsborough
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impression. Beauty is unity of effect, and our imagi-

nation has framed our standard of beauty, different

Charles I. By Van Dyck

with every individual. Art is the rearrangement of the

aspects of nature according to these standards, and
portraiture is, by its close relation to its subject matter,
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naturally dependent on a more forceful emphasis of

natural appearances than other branches of art.

The portrait is the most commendable which bears

the greatest conformity to the subject of its imitation.

This means that the subject should in each instance

dictate the methods of procedure. An ordinary face

needs no special setting. It will look best when simply

represented. A lady of rank, or even a specially

beautiful gown, will necessitate the introduction of

accessories. And an important personality like Charles

I. will stand any amount of elaboration. But I am
certain that a painter like Van Dyck would never have
made the mistake of treating a simple burgher of Ant-
werp in the same intricate manner as a member of

royalty. And this applies to all variations of char-

acters such as drift into the average studio. Each
person, may it be by the complexion or peculiarity of

features, by the occupation of the sitter or the special

costume worn on the occasion, or by an unusual atti-

tude or characteristic gesture, will surely suggest to

the sensitive operator any amount of variations in the

use of his technical mediums and the apphcation of

composition.

A good portrait should possess purposefulness and
intensity, combined with harmony of execution. Satis-

fied with the general unity of effect, the eye should

see light scheme and values, design and divisions more
and more detailed without losing the first and most
decisive impression. With every glance parts should

become more and more coordinated to each other,

for a work of art of merit possesses first of all the

quality of yielding pleasure in frequent contempla-

tions. And thus a portrait should be approachable

with ease, and without causing special exertion grant

us enjoyment from no matter what viewpoint we may
consider it.
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Portrait by Alexander Pach
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Our Cover Portrait and the

Hall of Fame
ALEXANDER L. PACH has spent more than

AA thirty-six years as a successful photographer.

He was born in Philadelphia, Pa., June 24,

1864, and began his photographic career when he was
seventeen in association with his uncles, the Messrs.

Pach Bros., of which Gotthelf Pach is the present

head. The late Morris Pach, Alexander's father,

was one of the original firm of Pach Bros., and G. W.
Pach, the founder, and Morris Pach constituted the

first firm of Pach Bros.

Alexander Pach is now at the head of the Pach
Photograph Company, in Broadway, Trinity Building,

New York, which concern specializes in portraits of

men. Among their patrons are to be found many
well-known bankers, insurance men and others promi-

nent in the business life of the Wall Street district.

Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Pach's specialty

is photographing men, a great many women are num-
bered among his clients. Mr. Pach has no fads in

photographic ideas , but gives his sitters his personal

attention and is very liberal regarding sittings and in

the number of plates exposed and proofs submitted.

He has found that such liberality brings its rewards in

good-sized orders.

Of the thirty-six years that he has been in the photo-

graphic business, twenty were spent with the firm of

Pach Bros., during the last ten years of which Mr.
Pach was executive and right-hand man to Gotthelf

Pach, the present head of the Fifth Avenue Pach
Studio. There is, however, no business connection

between that establishment and the Pach Photograph
Company, which for the past twelve years has been

conducted by Alexander Pach.
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The Story of the War
will be most vividly told by the pictures that

will be made at the front. Each one of Uncle

Sam's Boys is eager to make intimate pictures

of his camp life tell the story of '*his bit."

The Ansco V-P No.

will add a wholesome pleasure to the soldier's

routine by enabling him to make pictures that

will tell his story better and quicker than words.

At home, too, there are countless stories

you can record for him in Ansco pictures.

Catalog at your dealers', or on request from

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
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Several belligerent nations

of Europe use

Cyko Paper
for many reasons:

It is coated on the best raw
paper procurable, which means
prints that will last.

It has the right scale of

gradation and produces a well-

balanced print from all kinds of

negatives.

No negative is too poor to

yield a satisfactory print on

Cyko for map purposes ; a failure

may mean a battle lost or a fear-

ful sacrifice of life.

Belligerents cannot afford to

experiment—hence they use

Cyko
Ansco Company
Bingha niton, N. Y.
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Enlist Your Lens in the Army!

PHOTOGRAPHERS, everywhere, attention!

The Signal Corps of the United States Army
is in urgent and immediate need of lenses for

the fleet of observation airplanes now in the course of

construction. If you are the possessor of a lens hav-

ing a working aperture of F3.5 or F4.5 that has a focal

length of from S}i to 24 inches, enlist it with the Equip-
ment Division of the Signal Corps, Signal Equipment
No. 33, 119 D Street, N.E., Washington, D. C, stating

price asked, and thus render a patriotic service to your
country.

Lenses of German make are no longer on the market
and the other countries have all they can do to supply

their own needs, so it is up to you, as a photographer,

to "do your bit" by informing the Government if you
own a lens that can be used for the purpose mentioned.
The following are some of the foreign makes wanted:

Carl Zeiss Tessars, Bausch & Lomb Zeiss Tessars,

Voigtlander Heliar, Euryplan, Cooke, Goerz, Moia,
Bush, Ross, Ross-Zeiss, Krauss, Krauss-Zeiss, Stein-

heil-Isostigmar.

In addition to these, matched pairs of Stereoscopic

lenses, with speeds of F4.5, and focal lengths of 4^^, 5,

SKj 6, 6}4 and 7 inches, are needed.

These lenses, which the Government so urgently

needs, are mostly in the hands of professional, com-
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mercial and portrait photographers, who, naturally,

are somewhat reluctant to give them up. Such
photographers must realize that their Government
should not be handicapped and that it is their duty
to offer their lenses for this greater use. Many other

makes of lenses are on the market today which fill all

the purposes that commercial and professional photog-

raphy requires, so business need not be suspended
if your lens is supplied to the Government.

In a large city, recently, the Photographic Division

asked a photographer to call a meeting of all those in

his profession in order to explain to them the vital

necessity that the Government secure high-powered,

long-focus Anastigmats. The results obtained were
wonderful. There may not have been such a meeting
called in your city but, just the same, you too can help

the cause by making it your duty to tell brother photog-

raphers about this important need for lenses.

The War Department realizes that the morale of

an army depends largely on the whole-hearted backing
of those to whom the privilege of fighting in the front

lines has been denied, so if you want to share in this

great struggle which democracy is waging against mili-

tarism, don't be a slacker by withholding your lens

that can be used to such good advantage right now.
ARE YOU GOING TO HELP?

Pictorial Photography Exhibition

The Clarence H. White School of Photography,
122 East Seventeenth Street, New York, was held

from December i8th to January 12th, 1918. All the

prints in the exhibition were of the pictorial class and
were the work of the Alumni of the White School of

Photography, and it was therefore very educational in

intent. In each instance the printing medium used
was indicated.
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Pictorial Aims of Modern Portraiture

By Sadakichi Hartmann

I. whistler's lesson of simplicity

A
LARGE exhibition of paintings is always of

special interest to the student of composition,

as it reveals in a comprehensive manner all the

various methods that are prevalent in contemporary-

art. The larger such an exhibition is the better it

serves the purpose of information, for no matter how
partial the jury may have been and how much they may
have favored a particular school, there are always
enough individual efforts to show the differences of

style, conception and representation. All it needs is

careful comparative study, and this sifting process is

sure to be of educational value.

For this reason I have selected a number of paintings

by well-known artists here and abroad (from the

Panama-Pacific International Exhibition) as illustra-

tions for a series of articles, in which I intend to discuss

and point out the various factors that are used to make
portraiture more pictorial and interesting to the general

public.

The democractic application and distribution of

photographic portraiture does not seem to have inter-

fered with the profession of portrait painting, as Dela-

croix predicted when he saw the first daguerreotypes.

On the contrary, the patronage, to judge from exhibits,

has grown more liberal than before. There was a time

when the painter learned a good deal from photography,
but he soon adjusted himself to the new conditions, and
still sets the fashion in all pictorial arrangements,

due largely to the esthetic importance of his medium
and the leisure and license which the latter grants

him in constructing a pleasing image. Painters, fur-

thermore, are very anxious not to make anything look

too ''photographic." They use all possible devices
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"Mrs. Cobdeo" by James McNeill Whistler
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to make their portraits resemble pictures and try to

get as far away as they can from mere bust and figure

compositions. Through this endeavor portraiture has

become much more varied in expression than in former

periods. The photographer, conscious of the draw-

backs and gaps of constant representation, has always

looked up to the portrait painter as a guide, and only

when his technique could not keep pace with certain

achievements of the brush has he gone his own way.
To study the rudiments of composition no doubt

the Old Masters are best, while the more intimate

treatment of the modern figure in the costume and sur-

roundings of the day can be acquired more readily

from a study of contemporary masters, such as will be
discussed from manifold viewpoints in these papers.

Whistler was one of the first to realize that portraiture

had to be imbued with something of a new spirit.

Few painters have experimented so constantly with

the problem of single figure arrangements. Aside

from his color innovations, in which he preferred the

use of sober and neutral tints, he is largely responsible

for the tonal vogue in amateur photography. His
idea of a portrait was not to centralize all interest on
the face, but rather to convey the likeness quality by
general appearance, deportment and gesture, as well

as by facial expression.

His portrait of Mrs. Cobden is one of his least known,
still it is perfect in its way. Whistler's portraits in-

variably show clearness of conception. They are

scientifically composed, yet at the same time free from
all pedantry of learning. He avoids all exaggeration

and disdains unnecessary embellishments. The sitter

must tell her own story. In this case it is a middle-

aged lady in a smart but exceedingly simple gown.
The lighter colored material of the V-shaped insert

and of the two sleeves, looking like gloves, no doubt
decided the arrangement. Do you notice how sym-
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metrically the figure is placed? And yet it does not im-

press one as being symmetrical; there is nothing dec-

orative about the figure. This effect is due to the

softness of outlines and the exquisite balance of parts.

The figure is seen from above, the difficult foreshort-

ening of the lap is skillfully handled and adds a certain

dignity to the upper part of the figure.

Whistler was a master of broad treatment by the

means of large tonal planes. His tonal schemes,

however, are difficult to utilize in ordinary photography,
as they were carried out by slight variations of color

and not by monochrome, a fact that many of his imi-

tators seem to forget.

His most valuable contribution to portrait photog-
raphers has to be found in two rather abstract qual-

ities, his unpretentious refinement and rare simplicity.

A Convenient Electric Heater

THE Ansco Research Laboratory has recently

made a thorough test of a new electric heater

which is sold under the trade name "Marvel."
The heater is made by the Capital Novelty Co. of

Lincoln, Nebr., and distributed by The Western
General Sales Co., 138 North 12th Street, Lincoln,

Nebr.
The heater has so many good points that the follow-

ing report is printed verbatim for the benefit of our

readers:

"We have tested The Marvel Electric Heater, and
find it very efficient

.

"One pint of water at an initial temperature of 35
degrees Fahrenheit was brought to the usual develop-

ment temperature, namely, 65 degrees, in half a min-
ute, and brought to the boiling point in 2^^ minutes.

"This. heater is a very great improvement upon the

previous types, of which "El Boilo" was perhaps the

most used. With that it was necessarv to have the
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tube completely immersed in water before switching

on the current, otherwise the heating filaments were
destroyed. The principle adopted in The Marvel
Electric Heater is quite ingenious. It is permanently
wired so that there is no open circuit, and it is only

upon immersion in water that the circuit is completed,

the water itself acting as the conductor.

The Marvel Electric Heater

"It would seem that this little heater should have
many uses in a photographic darkroom. It is well to

bear in mind the warning issued by the makers and
not use it in connection with any metal vessels."

Further information may be secured from the makers
or distributors of The Marvel Electric Heater on writ-

ten request directed to them.
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Modern Portraits

By Sidney Allan
''A Castilian Peasant" by Eduardo Chicharro. Bom Madrid,

Spain, 1873. Studied for a time with the noted Spanish artist

Sorolla. Paints genre pictures, portraits and landscapes. Was
recently appointed director of the Spanish Academy in Rome.

THIS composition attracts our attention by its

unusualness, at the first glance we might almost

say awkwardness. What was the idea of the

painter? If the representation of a Spanish peasant

type was the main purpose, why this waste of space

and undue prominence of the plough? One is tempted
to ask whether this (life-size) picture was meant for a

portrait of the peasant or of a primitive plough.

Well, at closer study, one gets used to it. It is after

all an interesting space composition, very bold and
very simple, and no doubt the plough was introduced

as a certain commentary of the figure, suggesting his

occupation and place in life. It produces, we must
admit, a sensation of crudity and force. It is a new
way of expression which confounds ordinary rules.

These things exist in life, we hear the artist argue, let

them exist on the canvas, just as they are, no matter
how odd or rough they may appear. This may be well

argued, still we wonder that if the artist is such a

realist that he wants the whole truth, he would not

have used a more convincing background. The latter

resembles a wall, but why then the peculiar wavy
division line between wall and floor? It looks as if it

were merely a painted curtain against which the pic-

ture was posed. The realism does not ring quite true.

No, it seems the merit of the picture consists, as pre-

viously remarked, in the exceptional composition, and
this is worth studying.

The picture area, despite the abundance of empty
space, is well filled. This is accomplished by a skillful

division of space by contrast, and a few large and de-
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cided shapes. There are really only two, the figure

and the plough, and they are held together by the
middle tint floor. The spot in the left upper corner

was also necessary for balance. The total effect of

"A Castilian Peasant" by Eduardo Chicharro

these connected forms impresses one like a dark calli-

graphic sign against a light background. Such seems
to be the logic of the method.
The treatment of the peasant, considered separately,

9
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is masterly. It solves the old problem of a dark com-

pact figure against a light ground. It reminds vaguely

of Velasquez, but the effect is much more forced. The
figure necessarily is seen as a silhouette, and as its

tonahty is dark, everything had to be rendered within

a certain key. The face and hand are kept in a low

key, and the only accents of rehef are the white touches

of the collar, cuffs, and sandals. Still, the figure is

not flat, and depicts successfully a special type of hu-

manity. This is rather startling when one considers

the frugality of means applied. Is it the realistic

rendering of the anything but sympathetic face of the

peasant and the severity of the few folds of his heavy,

dark mantle that produce the result, or is it due to the

relation of its bulky form to the empty space around,

and the curious shape of the plough? Cover the left side

of the picture and the figure will not be half as inter-

esting. It would not fill the space and the contour

would grow too harsh. It needed the larger space.

Thus we become more and more convinced that the

effect of this picture depends on a relation of shapes.

No doubt this method will meet with some approval

,

as it combines simplicity with power, and offers rare

opportunities for new inventions. It goes straight

back to one of the fundamental laws of composition,

that every clear and comprehensive arrangement must
be controlled by some distinct shape, no matter
whether geometrical or irregular. The irregular shape
has the advantage of being less hackneyed. It will

reach unforeseen and perhaps incongruous effects, but
by the same approaches that lead to all-comprehensive

representation.

''A Castilian Peasant" shows with what energy, what
disdain of customary contrivances, with what freedom,
an artist bent on originality can reproduce the full

prominence of a distinct character. Its main fault is

that it looks a trifle theatrical and posed.
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The Food Situation

HALF the world depends on the United States for

its food. MilHons of men in England, Scotland,

Ireland, in France, Italy and Belgium, have
been taken from peaceful pursuits for making war
and munitions. They are gone from the farms. Even
before the war, these countries raised less than they
ate.

Their need is now greater than ever, their production
is less than its want; they are cut off from half the

world by the shortage of shipping.

Therefore our associates in this war depend on North
America for food as they have never depended before,

and they ask us for it with a right which they have
never had before. For today they are our companions
in a great war against a common enemy. For the

present it is they who are doing the fighting, the

suffering, the dying—in our war.

One million of the best young men in the United
States will soon be fighting side by side with the millions

of brave soldiers of France, Great Britain, Belgium
and Italy.

Millions of the men, women and children of the

United States can not go abroad and fight the enemy
face to face. But they can fight by helping the fighters

fight.

THE UNITED STATES FOOD ADMINISTRA-
TION asks you to get behind our soldiers, sailors and
associates by sending them now the most food possible

in the least shipping space. Every man, woman and
child in America can help by eating less wheat, beef,

pork, fats and sugar, more of other plentiful foods which
can not be shipped, and by avoiding waste.

Eat plenty, wisely, without waste, and help win the
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Cyko Portrait by Foster Disingcr
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Pittsburg Salon of Photography, 1918

THE Fifth Annual Exhibition of the Pittsburg

Salon of Photography under the auspices of the

Photographic Section of the Academy of Science

and Art, will be held in the Galleries of the Carnegie

Institute, Pittsburg, Pa., from March 4th to 31st,

inclusive, 191 8. The exhibition will be open daily

10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Sundays 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Press

view Monday, March 4th, from 8 to 10 p.m.
The aim of the Pittsburg Salon is to exhibit only

that class of work in Pictorial Photography in which
there is distinct evidence of personal artistic feeling and
execution.

All work submitted to the Committee of Selection

will be carefully and impartially considered and no
preference will be given the work of members of the

salon.

All Pictorial Workers are cordially invited to con-

tribute. No picture is eligible that has been exhibited

heretofore in the United States.

In addition to the foregoing information there are a

set of ten regulations contained in the four-page

leaflet sent out by the Pittsburg Salon of Photography,
advising that an entrance fee of fifty cents must
accompany each entry blank; that prints must be
mounted but not framed, as the entire exhibition will

be hung under glass; that each print must bear on the

back, plainly written: (a) name of artist; (b) number
and title of picture; (c) price, if any; (d) return shipping

instructions. Mounts for pictures must not exceed

24 in. by 26 in., and it is suggested that white or light

toned mounts be used.

All prints must reach destination not later than Feb-

ruary II, 1918, charges prepaid. They will be re-

packed and returned after the close of the exhibition,

charges prepaid. Not more than six prints from any
one contributor will be hung.
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Cyko Portrait by Ralph D. Adams
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

THAT a studio can be run successfully only through

the apphcation of thoroughly businesslike meth-
ods has been the basis upon which the firm of

Disinger & Adams of Binghamton, N. Y., has built its

reputation. To the application of this principle and
to the exclusive use of Cyko Paper these two ener-

getic young men attribute their flourishing business.

Foster Disinger, in addition to sixteen years' experi-

ence in studio work, points with pride to his previous

career as an artist. He came to Binghamton in 1902
and purchased the studio then being conducted by
M. R. F. McCarthy.

Ralph D. Adams brought to the co-partnership,

which was effected in April, 1907, an extensive knowl-
edge of photography gained in Oneida, Syracuse and
Elmira. Mr. Disinger and he had been co-workers in

Syracuse and were well acquainted with each other's

attainments.

Former users of platinum paper, these two men
welcomed the advent of Professional Cyko which
gave them the exact sort of medium they desired.

That they have used it exclusively for so many years

and swear by it for every kind of work their clientele

demands is a testimonial which will find an echo in the

experience of a great many readers of Portrait.
Although conservatism marks their business policy,

both men are keenly alert to all worth-while innova-

tions in photography. Their ideal is satisfaction, and
their belief is that a customer's good will is more to be
desired than a large order where good will is lacking.

No poorly finished work or work showing technical

errors is ever permitted to leave their studio, and they

have found that confidence inspired by a square deal

eventually resolves itself into the medium by which
success is measured and that he who serves best

profits most.
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The Story of the War
will be most vividly told by the pictures that

will be made at the front. Each one of Uncle
Sam's Boys is eager to make intimate pictures

of his camp life tell the story of "his bit."

The Ansco V-P No.
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Recovering Silver from Fixing Baths
By Alfred B. Hitchins

THERE have been many requests recently in the

photographic press for methods of recovering

silver from exhausted hypo baths, but most of

the methods suggested cost more to carry out than
could be obtained for the silver recovered. In pre-

cipitating silver as sulphide from a hypo bath any one
of three substances may be used:

Potassium sulphide (not monosulphide)

Potassium sulphuret

Sodium sulphide

In choosing one of these substances it must be re-

membered that it is the sulphur that brings about pre-

cipitation and nothing else in the compound. Of these

three compounds, potassium sulphide contains the

most sulphur, but the price of potassium compounds in

these days makes them too costly to be considered.

The following, taken from a chemical catalog, give a

recent price for the three materials

:

Potassium sulphide $1.48 per lb.

Potassium sulphuret i .35 "

Sodium sulphide 55
"

In purchasing sodium sulphide we find that one is

paying 4c per cent, sulphur; for potassium sulphide

9c per cent, sulphur, and for potassium sulphuret iic

per cent, sulphur. Sodium sulphide must be used as
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the precipitant, therefore, where cost is a consideration.

Adding a saturated solution of sodium sulphide to the

hypo bath in slight excess will completely precipitate

silver as silver sulphide with minimum cost and
labor.

Most hypo baths contain alum, and therefore a small

amount of aluminum is carried down with the silver;

however, there is not enough to become a serious

matter. It may be allowed to precipitate with the

silver and will be carried down as aluminum hydroxide.

Most hypo baths are acid and there is no need to

add any acid to the hypo solution previous to pre-

cipitating with sodium sulphide. A wooden or earthen-

ware vessel is best. No metal receptacle should be
used as some silver would be lost by being deposited

on the metal. The saturated solution of sodium
sulphide is added until all the silver is completely pre-

cipitated as silver sulphide. This may easily be de-

termined by allowing the sludge to settle, leaving the

liquid at the top clear, then running in a small addi-

tional amount of the sodium sulphide solution. If

more sludge is formed, the silver has not been com-
pletely precipitated and more of the sulphide should
be added. The precipitating vessel should be fitted

with a tap five or six inches from the bottom so that

when the silver has all been precipitated and settled

the liquid at the top can be drawn ofi" and further waste
solutions treated. When a sufficient amount of the

sludge has collected at the bottom it can be washed
with cold water by decantation and poured into some
suitable container in which it can be sent to the smelter.

A number of determinations have been made of the
amount of silver recoverable from fixing baths, and
allowing for the different amount of work done by the

various baths an average of 43 grains per gallon of

bath was obtained.—The Photographic Journal of America.
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Another Ansco Man in the Service

Phil B. Keeler, Ansco Company's Cyko demon-
strator, who has been calling on the photographers in

California for several years, has been commissioned a
captain in the non-flying officers corps of the Air Sec-

tion of the United States Army. He is now located at

the U. S. A. Aeronautical Engineering School, Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.
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A Satisfactory Solution of the Print Washing

Problem

THE problem of proper print washing has ahva\'s

been a serious and important one to the photog-

rapher who values his reputation above all other

considerations, as prints not properly washed, even

though of finest quality, will prove a boomerang to

any studio. The particular workman has no doubt
worried more over the uncertainty of proper hypo
elimination than anything else, especially during the

winter months when average tap water is hovering

around the freezing point.

In hand washing from tray to tray, or in a washing-

box connected by rubber hose to the tap, it is necessary

to handle the prints over and over again with the

hands almost continually immersed in icy water.

This causes cracked, chapped and bleeding fingers

which ache and smart to a point sometimes almost
unbearable and, even with the best of care and the

daily use of lotions and greases, this condition con-

tinues until the boys take their first dip in the ''ole

swimmin' hole."

Another and more serious handicap to thorough
washing in water of extremely low temperature is that

the gelatin of the print is contracted and hardened to

a degree where short time washing by hand will not

eliminate the hypo that becomes imbedded in it, and
when a fellow's hands begin to ache and orders must
be delivered in a rush we are almost sure to become lax

in our vigilance.

Let us always remember this slogan^
—"Permanent

prints, permanent business.'' Many washers, rotary,

automatic, siphon, belts, wheels, have been tried

throughout the years with indifferent success in an
endeavor to wash prints safely and automatically in

the shortest possible time. Some have been absolute

failures. Others have been a success in so far as hypo
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elimination is concerned, but prints required the same
attention as is necessary in tray washing. Still others

would wash double weight paper and small prints, but
thin papers of any size were quickly broken. Some
types would allow the prints to clog in corners or attach

themselves to the sides or bottom of the tank, while only

those remaining in the current would wash properly.

A few months ago a washer was submitted for our

trial under studio and commercial conditions. It is

called the Whirlo Print Washer and is m^anufactured

by the Northern Photo Supply Co. of Minneapolis,

Minn., and while not absolutely automatic, it comes
nearest to the desired conditions of any so far brought
to our attention.

As its name indicates, it whirls the prints and keeps
them in constant rotary motion and the cross currents

of water keep them well separated, the water being

forced out from the bottom and over the edge of an
inside tank as fast as the fresh water comes in. The
strength and bulk of the flow is absolutely under the

control of the operator, single weight glossy paper or

other thin stock obtaining only the delicate treatment
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necessary to prevent breaking, and heavy double

weight prints can be given the full force of the water

pressure. By this method double weight prints may
be washed almost as quickly as those on thin stock.

The washer will work equally well with small or large

prints, or with mixed weights or sizes, provided the

jets are tempered to the thin stock.

Our first trial was made with fifty 8 x lo single

weight glossy prints. The prints were thoroughly

washed (shown by permanganate test) in twenty
minutes without breaking or buckling a single print,

which is unusual. This is sufficient proof of the merit

of the Whirlo Washer. Fifty 8 x lo double weight

Cyko Buff and Plat prints were then washed with an
increased volume of water and the hypo was com-
pletely eliminated in thirty minutes.

The Whirlo Print Washer is of the approved type

and works on the same principle as the expensive

installations of the large print producers. It takes

little space, requires comparatively a small amount of

water, and its capacity is sufficient for the average
studio, and if necessity demands, two, three or more
Washers may be employed as required.

The Whirlo Print Washer should fill the require-

ments of the average studio in a satisfactory man-
ner. It will save your prints and your mind from
worry. Your hands will be presentable at all times,

and your reputation as a careful, painstaking pho-
tographer wiU be preserved.

Finisher Wanted
There is an opportunity for a good finisher with Lee

Warren, Druggist-Stationer, io8 Broadway, Billings,

Mont. Applications should be addressed to Mr. E. H.
Blessin, care Lee Warren.
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The Mid-winter Session of the White School

of Photography
The third mid-winter session of the school opened

January 14th and will close March 4th, so there is yet

time to enter and take advantage of the many oppor-

tunities this school offers.

We are in receipt of a circular letter from The
Clarence H. White School of Photography, which gives

the following information regarding the scope of the

work undertaken by the school at this session:

"This course will comprise lectures and demonstra-

tions on the use of the camera and its application to

portraiture, landscape and illustration; on developing,

on printing in gaslight, bromide, platinum, carbon,

gum, and oil, and on copying, enlarging and mounting.

"Students are given instruction in design and com-
position and are made familiar with important examples
of art and their underlying principles.

"On entering the school the student at once begins

the use of the camera and the work is all in problems
and practice under the direct guidance of the instruct-

ors. Tuition: ninety dollars.

"An evening class designed to help the photographer

in his various problems meets Tuesdays, at 8 P. M.,
throughout the school year. Tuition: thirty-five

dollars.

"The practical needs of the photographer are consid-

ered and we have more requests for assistants in studios

than we can supply."

Additional information may be obtained by writing

to Clarence H. White, 122 East Seventeenth Street,

New York.

A plate dried in a warm atmosphere will become
more intense than when dried in a cool or draughty
place.

—

The Photographic Journal of America.
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Pictorial Aims of Modern Portraiture

By Sadakichi Hartmann

II. A DEFINITION OF COMPOSITION

IN
the majority of cases when we come across a print

and define it as being a "good composition," we
will find at closer scrutiny that it is the excellence

of line-work which makes it so. There is a good reason

for this. Line is the soul of composition. Of course,

there are many different methods of arrangement. In

making a composition we may be dominated either by
tonality, by light and shade division, or a balance of

symmetrical proportions, but there is or always should

be an underlying shape to control our manipulations.

And shapes are nothing but planes with distinct

boundary lines. This is the very beginning of all

knowledge of composition.

Line-composition remains truest to this fundamental
law. One actually sees the line, or in another word,
the drawing. The mistake of artists that they attach

themselves too much to detail and neglect the whole, is

more easily avoided in this method. A distinct Hnear
plan assures unity of effect, and the most important
thing in such arrangements is the beauty of the rela-

tion of the leading lines to one another. Both our

illustrations are expressive examples of line composi-

tion. In ''The Young Mother" we have an oblong
picture-area with a certain parallelism of long hori-

zontal lines. In "Brother and Sister" it is the actual

triangular shape which rules the composition. In both
the leading idea of structure is well developed.

In Mary Curtis Richardson's picture the point of

interest is located in the upper left corner, a rather

peculiar selection for so large an area. But you will

notice that the line-work grows more intricate in that

part of the picture by the introduction of diagonal

lines, and that the emotional element of the subject
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itself attracts the attention of the beholder. Our gaze

is naturally fastened there and quickly returns to it

whenever it indulges in an excursion sideways or toward

"Brother and Sister" by M. Jean McLane

the lower margin. All that was necessary to fill that

comparatively large space was to introduce a few
sweeping lines that would please the eye but in no
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way offer the same an opportunity to linger there any
length of time over unimportant but too conspicuous

details.

The mechanism of this linear scheme is as follows:

First, the long horizontal lines of the settee, and of the

exaggerated length of the mother's body. And these

are balanced by two series of diagonal Hnes, one set

running from right to left as seen in the pillows, the

infant's body and the mother's upper arm, the other in

the opposite direction, clearly traceable in the position

of the two heads, the mother's forearm and feet, and
the infant's uplifted leg. It is just a simple play of

lines.

In the McLane portrait the success of the composition

depended solely on the placing of a striking, almost

symmetrical, silhouette against a plain background and
the arrangement of outlines within the triangular shape.

By making these lines symmetrical in tendency the

problem was satisfactorily solved. The leading shapes

complement each other, the faces hold the main inter-

est and neither of the figures appears to be more im-

portant than the other. (The latter is quite a re-

markable accomplishment.)

So we see that some of the younger painters still

adhere to pure line-composition. The less complex the

linear elements are, the easier they are brought into

harmony. Besides, it accentuates the impression.

All sorts of aw^kward and inadequate lines and curves

are sure to appear, and it is the artist's task to weld
them together into a solid whole. It is natural that

here and there we should see the imprint of his de-

termination, the mark of his individuality, for it is in

all cases a difficult undertaking and successful only

when the different line elements are reduced to their

simplest expression and brought down to fundamental
principles, or to use a term which seems to please the

modern artist better, to their geometrical relations.
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Saving on Postage in Finishing Work

In these days of conservation, along comes an idea

from Mr. F. E. Lafier, proprietor of The Art Shop at

Prineville, Ore., which effects a noticeable saving both
in postage and stationery. Ordinarily a photographer
sends a separate bill for finishing work. This necessi-

tates a special bill-head for the purpose, besides cost-

ing three cents to mail.

7^1 dss fxt^cj,

this c^/'cj itic/if:.^t^i <4?7,oi4mt oj^

Oh /t^ca. of cnyiicpz , Jt, yvill />« <<

tnoiijh to coirsr cost yth^ff Jt?f4/^ -t

T^intvi^h, On,

Photographic prints in small sizes are not subject
to regular postal rates, so Mr. Lafler encloses a bill

with his prints made on Cyko Paper. India ink on
thin paper served as his ''negative" and Contrast
Cyko proved satisfactory for the positive.

Here is the card as it appeared when finished.
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Gyko to the Front in China

Shanghai, China,

15B Jessfield Road,
. „ December 10, 1017.

Messrs. Ansco Company,
Binghamton, N. Y., U. S. A.

I am in receipt of your booklets relative to Cyko
Paper. Please allow me to express my hearty thanks

for them.
You will be interested to hear that I have found

Cyko Paper excellent. Of all the other developing-

out papers that I have used, none possesses so much
tone gradation and latitude in exposure and develop-

mentasCYKO. Yours very truly,

(Signed) Chinglin Wen

St. Paul Photographers Plan Exhibit

The best work of the St. Paul, Minn., professional

photographers will be exhibited at the St. Paul Public

Library from February 21 to March 4.

The exhibit will include portraits, landscapes, slides,

and in fact all branches of photography. The judges

will be Lee Woodward Zeigler of the institute, J. C.

Thompson, chairman of the committee appointed to

arrange the exhibit, and J. C. Abel of Cleveland.

Bottles which contain retouching medium very soon

become sticky, unless the necks are carefully wiped
every time a portion of the liquid is poured out. Wip-
ing, however, is likely to be forgotten when a bottle

is used twenty or thirty times a day. Here is a good
dodge for avoiding the trouble. Don't use a bottle

at all; use a sewing-machine oil can and apply the

medium by dropping it on the plate in the same way
as you would drop oil into the machine.

—AheVs Photographic Weekly.
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Cyko Portrait by Walter Scott Shinn
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

AN APPRECIATION BY J. K.

From the viewpoint of "Cash in the Drawer," the

formula for the Best Seller in all around photographic-

portraiture seems to be : 20 parts technique, 30 parts

human element, 10 parts art, 40 parts salesmanship.

The photographer himself must be, first, thoroughly

human; second, a photographic expert; third, an artist.

Walter Scott Shinn is all these, and that is why his

rise from darkroom obscurity to the so much coveted
place among the fraternity on Fifth Avenue has been
steady and rapid. His profession is not his business

—

it is his whole life. He possesses a large understand-

ing of men and of things acquired through years of

wrestling with life's grimmest realities. These have
made him earnest and sympathetic—an able and prac-

tical man; he can always see the other fellow's side of

a situation because he has been there himself.

Photographing children is a specialty with Mr. Shinn,

and he is a wonder at it. He likes children and under-
stands the workings of their minds. Just as the tech-

nique of the camera is a problem of mechanics, so the

handling of children depends upon one's knowledge of

psychology, which is nothing more than the mechanics
of thought and feeling. Children's pictures do not sell

on account of their skillful lightings or their artistic

poses; the baby's eyes and smile, the expression, the life

of it, is what is wanted. The homeliest little rascal

looks cute in a picture where the dimples show! It is

here that the personaHty of the photographer is a busi-

ness asset of the first magnitude. This child expert is

by no means contemptuous of the technical end of his

job; the work-bench is his hobby, and as a photo-
engineer he has few rivals.

Mr. Shinn's adherence to Cyko has contributed in

a large measure to his indefatigable store of enthusiasm

.



Speedy— Reliable Uniform !

HAMMER PLATES
have won first place through purity of chem-

icals, perfection of manufacturing methods,

and rigid inspection of output. The}" hold

their supremacy through merit alone.

Hammer's Special Extra Fast (red label)

and Extra Fast (blue label) Plates for

field and studio work; and Hammer's
Extra Fast Orthochromatic, and D. C.

Orthochromatic Plates for color values.

5r7.l!ISN:l.l:;i-JM^g
^

RES. TRADE MARK

Hammer's little book

'*A Short Talk on Negative Making"
mailed free

Hammer Dry Plate Company
Ansco Building

129-131 West Twenty-second Street

New York City



The Story of the War
will be most vividly told by the pictures that

will be made at the front. Each one of Uncle

Sam's Boys is eager to make intimate pictures

of his camp life tell the story of ''his bit."

The Ansco V-P No.

will add a wholesome pleasure to the soldier's

routine by enabling him to make pictures that

will tell his story better and quicker than words.

At home, too, there are countless stories

you can record for him in Ansco pictures.

Catalog at your dealers', or on request from

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.



OUR BRANCH OFFICES, WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS

AND WHERE LOCATED

AXSCO CO.MPANY
Ansco Bldg., 1 29-131 W. Twenty-second Street

Xew York City

ANSCO COMPANY
325 W. Jackson Boulevard, corner Market Street

Chicago, 111.

.\NSCO COMPANY
920-922 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

ANSCO COMPANY
1 71-173 Second Street, San Francisco, Cal.

ANSCO COMPANY
347 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto, Ont.

SOUTHERN PHOTO-MATERIAL CO.

22 Central Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

SCHAEFFER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
loii Capitol Avenue, Houston, Tex.

WOODARI), CLARKE & CO.

Portland, Oregon

ANSCO LIMITED
143-149 Great Portland Street

London, W., England
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M o n o m e t
The Developer of the Present

MOXOMET IS THE ONLY DEVELOPING

AGENT IDENTICAL AYITH METOL
IN RAPID, ENERGETIC ACTION

MONO^NIET develops in the same time as

Metol and gives the same characteristic rich-

ness and quahty—with a tendency to more
briUiancy. This fundamentally essential

point many are endeavoring to secure by the

addition of a caustic alkali, as an accelerator,

to developers of the paramidophenol class

—

which addition always tends to rob the print

of the typical richness required in prints on
developing paper.

MONOMET has been tried out thoroughly in

comparison with other modern developers and its

results are unquestionably superior.

MONOMET sepias are identical with those pro-

duced from prints developed with Metol.

PRICE
One-pound container $?^.50
Half-pound conlaiiiiT 11.50

Quarter-pound container 6.00

One-ounce container 1.50

ANSCO COMPANY Binghamton, N. Y.
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A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ART IN PORTRAITURE, ALSO PROFIT-
IN-PHOTOGRAPHY AND COMMITTED TO A "SQUARE DEAL"

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY CYKO USERS, EDITED BY
PHOTOGRAPHERS, DEMONSTRATORS AND

SALESMEN AT THE EXPENSE OF

ANSCO COMPANY, Binghamton, N. Y.

No. II March, 1918 Vol. IX

A New Selling Schedule for Gyko Paper

SINCE the outbreak of the World War in 19 14 a
great many industries, including the photographic
industry, have been and many are still passing

through crisis after crisis and revolution after revolu-

tion within themselves. Inadequate quantity and
quality of raw materials, interrupted or wholly dis-

continued sources of supply, incomplete and badly
disorganized transportation facilities have been among
the many problems faced and met successfully but
war-time conditions still prevail and the smooth sea

of certainty has by no means yet been reached.

The manufacture of photographic supplies has been
experiencing many very serious and grave situations

and has so far weathered them all in a manner which
has kept trade conditions in practically the same
status as before the war, notwithstanding the many
aggravating incidentals associated with the trans-

action of any business today.

This fact applies to the industry outside of the man-
ufacturing establishments. Within the factory walls,

however, things that the trade little dreams of or

realizes have been going on. To create and develop
new sources of supply; to meet and solve technical

problems never encountered when we remained as a

nation dependent on foreign raw materials; to grant

to labor its necessary increase in wages normally due
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in a world of soaring commodity prices; to replace

trained technical and clerical employees called for

army and navy service with untrained help from

exempt classes; all have combined to bring about a

big tax on the manufacturing of photographic goods

which up to date has been borne almost wholly by
the manufacturers in the hope that peace and normal

times might forestall any necessity of passing to the

public a share of the extra and unusual costs.

For forty-four months the price of the two big

photographic staples, paper and film, have remained

at the pre-war price level so far as the general public,

the consumers, have been concerned.

In no other line of industry has a like condition pre-

vailed. The larger manufacturers in all lines have,

since the war came, adopted strong measures of econ-

omy and have evolved many methods whereby over-

head costs have been reduced. In nearly every case

the public has reaped the benefit of those well-thought-

out economies and the efficient methods that have
been effected, but for the product the willing and com-
prehending consumers have been asked to pay apd
have paid an increased list price. Even phonograph
needles have doubled in price on account of their

alliance with the steel industry, and innumerable in-

stances known to all can be cited at will.

But in the photographic world the American public

has not, for the forty-four months of war time, been
asked to pay one cent more for photographic paper or

films than it paid in 19 14.

And what has been the effect of this condition?

It has simply meant that the manufacturers, big and
little, have made a big sacrifice of profits in order to

uphold a standard. But it is a recognized fact that

a legitimate profit is the hire justly due to any laborer

or to any industry employing labor and capital.

Ansco Company has always endeavored to produce
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a quality product and it has succeeded in producing

and maintaining the quality of Cyko paper which is

accepted by the trade as the standard for developing

papers. Throughout the entire struggle since the war
started the utmost has been done to give our trade

the best paper the market can afford or chemical in-

genuity produce under the tremendous present-day

handicaps. That we have succeeded in maintaining

the standard so that the consumption of Cyko has

steadily advanced since the war began and so that the

constant call for Cyko in all grades exceeds our out-

put by a large percentage, is evidence enough to us

that our almost superhuman efforts to maintain quality

have been appreciated by the trade.

So strongly does this evidence impress us that we
feel it to be our duty to raise the list price of Cyko
paper in all grades from and after March 26, 19 18, in

order that we may have for ourselves the incentive

which a fair profit gives to continue to turn out only

such paper as can be termed "A-i" and assure our

patrons that by the payment of a small extra price

for Cyko they are but paying a slight premium of

insurance against the possibility of receiving anything

but a product of Cyko fame and superiority.

The appended revised price list indicates an increase

amounting in the rough to approximately twenty per

cent, on the list price of Cyko paper in the larger sizes.

In revising the price list not only have the necessary

increases been considered but an equalization of prices

has been carried out as far as possible to remove cer-

tain existing discrepancies between the prices of cer-

tain sizes. Many of the smaller sizes remain un-

changed. Others have been increased only slightly.

The general revision brings about an equalization of all

prices in the list on the basis of the area of the paper.

For the reasons given, namely, the necessity of

selling goods at a sufficient margin of profit to reward
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honest labor and pay a legitimate return on invested

capital, and in the interest of that desideratum, the

maintenance of quality, Ansco Company therefore

announces as effective on all shipments of paper from
our factories, branch offices and distributors, on and
after March 26, 1918, the following:

Schedule of Prices—Cyko Paper

For U. S. A. only. Effective, March 26, 1918

All Grades axd Surfaces (Except Cyko Lixen)

Size

3>gx5>^(Cab't)
4 X 5

4 X 6

4X X 5>^

4X X 6>^

4^ X 6>^

5 xy
5 x8
5>^ X 7K
3/^X12
6 X 8

6>^x 8>^

7 X 9

7>^x 9>^

7 XII

Single Weight
Dozen

14

16

18

XII I

X 12 I

X 14 I

X 16 2

X 17 2

X 20 3

X 22 4

X 24 4

Gross

$1.90
I .90

I .90

I .90

2.70

3.00

3-35
425
4-50

4 50

5- 10

5-90
6.70
7.60
8.20

8.50
10.50

12.75
16.40

20.40

25-30
34.00
42.00
51.00

Double Weight
Gross

$2.40
2.40

2.40
2 .40

3 -40

3-75
4.20

5-35
5-65

565
6.40

7.40
8.40

9-50
10.25

10.65

13-15
16.00

20.50

25-50

31-65
42.50
52.50

63-75

Dozen

S-25

•40

•45

-45

•50

-55

•55

-65

-75

.80

-95

1 .00

1 .00

1.25

1-50
2 .00

2.50

3-00
4.00
5.00
6.00

Special sizes will be cut to order at prices proportionate to those
of the listed sizes on orders amounting to $1.00 list, or more.
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ROLLS Single Double

Weight Weight

lo foot rolls (20 in. wide) $1 .80 $2.25

10 yard rolls (20 in. wide) 5
.
40 6.75

10 foot rolls (40 in. wide) 3 . 60 4 . 50

10 yard rolls (40 in. wide) 10 . 80 13 • 50

3/^x11 .

POST CARDS
Dozen

$.20

40

Gross

$2.00

4.00

Per M
$10.50
21 .00

CYKO ROLLS FOR PANORAMIC PRINTS

Length

25 Feet

SO Feet

100 Feet

6" (^%" 8" 10" 16"

s.w. d.w. s.w. d.w.

$1.35 $1.70 $1.45 li-8o $i.8o I2.25 I2.25 I2.80 $3.60 $4.50

2.70 3.40 2.90 3.60 3-6o 4.50 4.50 5-6o 7.20 9.00

5.40 6.80 5.80 7.20 7.20 g.cx) 9.00 11.20 14.40 18.00

CYKO IN 500-SHEET PACKAGES

Net List Price In Effect March 26, 1918

Size
Single Double

Size
Single Double

Weight Weight Weight Weight

I^X2>^ $2.80 $3-50 4^X4^ $4.20 $5 -60

I>^X2^ 2.80 3 50 3}ii^Sy2 4. 20 5.60

2><X2^ 2.80 3 50 s^^sH 4.20 5-6o

2Xx3>< 2.80 3 50 4 x5 5 30 6.70

2>^X3K 2.80 3 50 4Xx5K 5-3° 6.70

2>^X4X 3-50 4 35 4Xx5>^ 5-30 6.70

2^X4>^ 3-50 4 35 4>^X5>^ 5-30 6.70

3Xx4X 4.20 5 30 4 X 6 5-30 6. 70

3Kx4>^ 4.20 5 30 4]4x6y 7-55 9 50

2>^x 6,y% 4.20 5 30 5 X 7 9.40 11-75

2H^aH 4.20 5 30

5x7 not included in this list will

kages at prices comparable to the

Special sizes smaller than
be furnished in 500-sheet pad
sizes listed.

Note: The Foregoing Prices are in Effect in U.S.A. Only.

5
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An Official Explanation

Need for Lenses and Method of Government Selection

THE general secretary of the Photographers'

Association of America feels that many photog-

raphers do not realize the importance of the

slogan, "Enlist Your Lens in the Army." It is the

desire of the Government to bring this forcefully to

the attention of the photographic profession, and we,

therefore, reproduce in full an article covering the

Government requirements, as published in the Photog-

raphers^ Association News of February i, 1918.

"It is important that photographers should thor-

oughly understand the methods of the Government.
"Many photographers are under the impression

that all they have to do is to ship a lens in and a check
will immediately follow, in spite of the fact that in all

correspondence and advertising literature he is told

'his lens will be subject to inspection and bench test,

and, if found satisfactory, a purchase order will follow.'

"Lenses that are excellent for ground work very

often are absolutely useless for aerial photography.
"When a lens is sent in, it is tested for lateral chroma-

tism, distortion, curvature of field, color curves, coma,
etc. If a high degree of any of these defects is found,

they are useless. Every lens is tested under a micro-

scope and charted. Under this process there is never
any doubt as to the exact amount of defects in the

optical qualities of the lens. Many photographers
sent their lenses in at the beginning of the campaign.
In fact, lenses, both good and useless, piled in so fast

that it was practically impossible to handle them.
Recently the Government has established its own
laboratory, and gradually all the business is cleared up.

"Expert lens testers are few and far between in the

country, and to cram a laboratory with a thousand
lenses of all descriptions may give the reader some
idea of what the Government has upon its hands, not
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counting the useless correspondence, the packing,

shipping, receiving, and keeping track of the property.

"The following should be observed before writing or

shipping a lens in:

"i . Be sure your lens is of value. Many people who
own lenses are unfamiliar with the specifications of a

lens, and immediately write the Division. This

causes a flood of correspondence that, at times, almost

swamps the office. In order to avoid this it is sug-

gested that where a doubt exists regarding the lens,

it should be taken to one of the local opticians, photo
dealers, or photographers who, no doubt, will be glad

to furnish the necessary details.

"2
. Then write the Division and tell them the specific

details, giving speed, name of lens, focal length, and
the price desired.

"3. When ordered to forward, ship to 'Signal Corps,

Equipment Division (Ordnance and Instrument Sec-

tion), 119 D Street, N. E., Washington, D. C It

takes three weeks to make a test of a lens. When the

report comes in, you are forwarded a Government
check, or your lens is returned if it failed to come up
to specifications.

"4. Send all lenses, express prepaid.

"5. Do not become impatient if your report does not

come to you as fast as you think it should. Remember
that everything is being done to expedite matters.

All makes of lenses are needed—F 3.5 and 4.5 with

focal length from S)4 to 50''; from 20'' to $o'\ Lenses

may have a speed of from F 11 up.

"The following are some of the lenses wanted:

"Carl Zeiss Tessars, B. & L. Zeiss Tessars, Voight-

lander Heliar, Euryplan Clanbury, Cooke, Goerz,

Bush, Ross, Ross-Zeiss, Krauss Zeiss, Isostigmar.

"In addition, matched pairs of stereoscopic lenses

with speed of F 4.5, focal length of 4y2-S-S/4-6-6}4-7"
are needed."
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Pictorial Aims of Modern Portraiture

By Sadakichi Hartmann
III. THE IMPORTANCE OF CHARACTER DELINEATION

IT
is curious how many portrait painters are fond of

mentioning as one of their special accompHshments
their abiUty of interpreting character. They point

to all sorts of types that they have delineated, and
seem to be particularly proud of the contrast and
diversity of appearances that these performances

convey.

This, quite naturally, leads many into over-emphasis

of character, as for instance in the Henri portrait,

where even the title "Himself" indicates that un-

mitigated truth was the main purpose of representa-

tion. The photographer cannot go quite so far as

that. He cannot represent sitters in shirt sleeves, nor

show a face with all its natural blemishes. He natu-

rally strives for a certain uniformity of style which
transforms irregularities and omissions of nature into

something that is more pleasant to contemplate.

Still a judicious accentuation of decided traits of

physiognomy and deportment would hardly be amiss in

portrait photography. True character delineation is

really nothing further than faithful recording of out-

ward appearances. It is not, as the artists claim, any
special gift of interpretation. The realistic portrayer

likes his personages as they are. Nature appears to

him excellent, every person is worthy of interest and
there is no need of change. All he cares for is to add
some arrangement, some tone side by side with an-

other, some effect of light, some choice of attitude. He
avoids idealization and psychological analysis.

A good deal can be said in favor of this method.
For the spice of individuahty that necessarily crops up
in every interpretation is a most treacherous element.

There are any amount of pitfalls that beset one in
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"Himself"

By Robert Henri United States
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these attempts. For is it not true, that every person,

more or less, is a mystery, not only to others but to

himself? And is there not something very presumptu-

ous about pretending to know anyone who does not

quite know himself? The people we see and say we
know, our friends, and those we love, are never what
we think them. Often they are not at all like the

portraits we conjure up. Still, one cannot help having

opinions; it is a necessity of life. And if the por-

traitist is confronted with a well-known personality,

like Pope Benedictus XV, who occupies a peculiar

position of prominence and means a good deal to a

large part of the public, something has to be done, not

necessarily to ennoble his visage and gesture, but to

convey his importance. One could not portray him
in the Henri fashion. It would look, no matter how
impersonally or even reverently done, like satire.

Personalities of this type are apt to come to any studio

at any time. The painter of the pope's portrait was
satisfied with showing him in his everyday regalia

against an appropriate background, suggesting a

sumptuous interior, and has added nothing but a simple

clerical gesture. He has utilized what one might

designate as professional traits. It represents the

minimum of interpretative skill, and somehow this

rendering does not quite satisfy. One expects in this

case more than a mere costume picture.

This method of character delineation impresses one

as being too mild and sober, while the frankness of

Henri's style looks too energetic, a trifle extravagant.

William M. Chase in his self-portrait comes nearer to a

normal standard. It pleases by its virile simplicity.

We are conscious of repose in looking at it. He did

not attempt to show us that he was a celebrated

painter, a great teacher, or a curious eccentric per-
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Pope Benedictus XV
By Horatio Gaighar Austria
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sonality. He wishes to convince the beholder merely

that he is a personality, and that this is the way he

looked. He makes no special appeal to the imagina-

Self-portrait

By William M. Chase Lnited Sutes

tion, but was satisfied with a lifelike report of charac-

teristic and leading general traits. This seems to be a

good healthy way of approaching the problem.
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The Convention at Baltimore

THE president of the Photographers' Association of

the Middle Atlantic States, Mr. A. H. Diehl, in-

forms us that the coming convention in Baltimore,

March 19th to 22nd, inclusive,is bound to be a success.

We know that Mr. Diehl has worked hard to put
this meeting in the records of the top-notch photo-
graphic assemblies, and judging by the enthusiasm
shown it is safe to say that the attendance will prove a

fitting tribute to Mr. Diehl's efforts and those of his

staff, to which assistance has been contributed by
General Secretary Columbus.
The convention will be opened on Tuesday, March

19, at ten o'clock by President Diehl, and an address

of welcome will be made by the mayor of Baltimore.

At noon on that day the first "Get-together" luncheon
will be enjoyed at the Hotel Rennert, and for Wed-
nesday evening a banquet and dance at the same hotel

are planned.

There will be splendid talks and demonstrations by
leading photographers, and a fund of new ideas and
experiences will be poured out for the benefit of the

members. Some of the subjects to be discussed are

"Pictorial Photography," by Eugene Hutchinson of

Chicago, "Home Portraiture," by W. O. Breckon of

Pittsburgh, and "Negative Making," by Dudley Hoyt,
New York. There will be a talk by Prof. Edward
Lake, Department of Art and Design of the University

of IlHnois, a business talk by Pirie MacDonald, New
York, and demonstrations of airplane photography by
members of the U. S. Signal Corps.

At twelve noon on Friday the convention will make
the trip by boat to Annapohs, with luncheon on the

boat. This will afford many a good opportunity to

visit our Naval Academy where a special drill will be

given by the middies, which alone will make the trip

worth while.
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Cyko Portrait by A. O. Titus
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

WHEN A .O . Titus was a child a pencil was a won-
derful possession, and it is said there are not a

few pencil portraits of relatives still in existence

that he drew before he learned hisA B C s . Some declare

they were recognizable but Mr. Titus is now in doubt

as to that. He says that about all he remembers of

school days are the pictures he drew of the teachers

and passed among the scholars, with the result that

lessons and explanations of perplexing problems passed

over his head and he was in disfavor with the faculty.

With such a keen desire for pictures it was not sur-

prising that Mr. Titus drifted into photography when
the first opportunity offered. This was in 1899, and
the subject, he says, was the first that woke him up
and gave him inspiration. He describes his entrance

into the photographic field as "a jump into the garden

of the gods," and feeling such satisfaction in his venture

he determined to go after the fundamentals and really

learn the business from its artistic side. His interest

led him on and he read and studied and worked,

always thinking of the greater prospects ahead.

With a good store of energy and enthusiasm , he filled

capably every situation he accepted and was ever ready

to tackle a higher position with greater responsibilities

.

Having passed through the employers' mill to the point

where there seemed to be no oxygen in the air, Mr.
Titus desired unstifled liberty and freedom to follow his

own inclination as to the way things photographic

should be done. And that these years of "freedom"
have been fruitful is illustrated by his successful career.

Problems met and disposed of, attainment sought and
reached, have brought Mr. Titus the distinction of

photographic leadership. A large part of his success,

he asserts, is due to the unfailing quality of Cyko,
a fit medium for the expression of the high character

of his work.
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At home, too, there are countless stories

you can record for him in Ansco pictures.

Catalog at your dealers', or on request from

Ansco Company, Binghamton, N. Y.
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MOXOMET IS THE ONLY DEVELOPING

AGENT IDEXTICAL WITH METOL
IN RAPID, ENERGETIC ACTION

MONO^NIET develops in the same time as

]\Ietol and gives the same characteristic rich-

ness and quahty—with a tendency to more
brilUancy. This fundamentally essential

point many are endeavoring to secure l)y the

addition of a caustic alkali, as an accelerator,

to developers of the paramidophenol class

—

which addition always tends to rob the ])rint

of the typical richness recjuired in i)rints on
developing paper.

MONOMET has been tried out thoroiiglily in

comparison with other modern developers and its

results are unquestionably superior.

MONOMET sepias are identical with those pio-

duced from prints developed with ]\Ietol.

PHK K
One-pound container $ii.50

Half-pound container 11.50

Quarter-pound container - 6.00

One-ounce container ----...-
] ^50
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The Question of Price

THE announcement made last month that the price

of Cyko Paper in all grades had been advanced
approximately twenty per cent, has brought us a

flood of letters commending our action and assuring us

that price is an unimportant factor in comparison with
quality. The trade seems to realize that the manu-
facturers of Cyko Paper have no other motives in mind
in increasing prices than to assure the maintenance of

quality and to improve service.

The photographer who buys paper on the basis of

price only, with no consideration for quality, is usually

the one who is unable to convince his patrons that he

deserves a good price for his wares. The public, when
properly shown the difference between cheap work and
good work, is quick to respond and manifest the desire

to obtain only the very best.

An increase in the price of paper, when it is realized

that by paying the increase dependability is assured, is

very much like an insurance premium—a safeguard

against loss to the photographer. Distributed over the

cost of prints the difference, on 8x10 portraits for

example, on the basis of the increased price of Cyko,
will be found to be only about one cent for each print,

or less than fifteen cents for each dozen. Photographic

paper, the final medium in the production of a portrait,

usually represents less than ten per cent, of the cost of

the finished work, and the small increase Ansco
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Company has made in Cyko, for your benefit, will

affect the production cost of photographs hardly more
than one per cent.

We are glad, indeed, that the trade has responded so

loyally, and our thanks are due the many friends whose
commendatory letters are an inspiration to us to do
our utmost to give them the product, Cyko, which has

become the symbol of highest quality in photographic

work.

The Front Line in France

HOW many people in America possess a clear and
comprehensive mental picture of what the war
zone in France looks like? John Masefield, the

famous Enghsh poet who was sent to the front by his

government to collect data for the official history of the

*'old front line," has described that battle-line in vivid

phraseology. One of the more startling statements that

he made was regarding the terrible mud-stretches where
horses and men disappear, their bodies being found in

the spring when the sun dries out the long brown
morasses. It is an evil-smelling sticky sea of mud
during the rainy seasons and reaches like a long, dark
gash across the once pleasant fields of France. There
are times when this war zone resembles the Inferno of

Dante. A steady booming may be heard all through

the day with now and then the sharp crack of snipers'

rifles. When a trench-raid or an advance is in progress

the sound is terrible to hear, shrill hissing, loud crashes,

thunderous reverberations and rifle-fire like the steady

roar of rain. A crimson sulphurous cloud of smoke
hangs over the battle-zone, dulling the sun which shines

through it like a large red lantern.

A visitor traveling along the front will hardly ever see

men. They have tunneled into the bowels of the earth

and conceal themselves there. Occasionally a clay-

covered, unshaven figure will rise out of the ground and.
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in a hoarse voice, ask you for news of the war! These
men at the very front, hving the weird hfe of a modern
fighter, combating poisonous gases, hquid fire and death

from the clouds besides the ordinary shells and bullets

and bayonets, do not know as much as we in America
know about the progress of this war.

One thing we must never forget, however, and that is

that ignorance of how things are going does not cause

disaffection and despair among the allied fighters.

Their faith in those back home is wonderful to behold.

Enduring this terrible life in a world of mud and
death is but the means to a great end and the fighters

have strength and moral will to stand it because

they know that they have embattled, wealth-mobilized

countries behind them, warranting their belief in ul-

timate victory.

America must never let her young men in those

trenches think differently. They are over there now and
they are there to stay until the bells ring for peace.

America has sent them over to fight her battles, our

battles, and America is responsible for their mainte-

nance there. Now that the Third Liberty Loan campaign
is on every man and woman in this country must ex-

press in no uncertain terms whether or not he desires

to do his bit in bringing those brave young men safely

back from that world of mud.

The Middle Atlantic States Convention

PRESIDENT DIEHL of the Photographers' Asso-

ciation of the Middle Atlantic States, and his

able executive board, deserved all of the praise

that was heaped upon them at Baltimore during the

week of March i8 when the third annual convention
of the Association went down in history as the most
successful meeting yet held.

The unanimous re-election of the officers of the
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Association for another year reflects the spirit of the

convention. Everyone was happy, everyone had a

good time, and the Pittsburg bunch who attended

forty-three strong had the pleasure of taking back
to the city of ''steel, iron, coal and coke" the 1919
meeting.

The manufacturers were all there and seemed to be

deriving just as much benefit from the convention as

ever despite the lack of large displays. Two beautiful

leather albums, gold embossed, containing an exhibi-

tion of the work of leading portrait photographers on
Cyko proved a center of attraction in the Axsco sec-

tion of the convention hall. The portraits and studies

by Eugene Hutchinson, Alice Boughton, C. Smith
Gardner and Alfred Cheney Johnston were especially

admired. All of the pictures shown, representing

the work of more than a score of Cyko users, gave
evidence of the beautiful quality of the printing medium
and its adaptability to all classes of work.

The photographers' exhibits were smaller than

usual, due no doubt to many conditions which the

abnormal times have brought about, and a selection of

only four prints was made for salon honors.

The demonstrations and lectures were of more than

ordinary value. The thanks of the convention were

conveyed to the U. S. Signal Corps for the very in-

structive display of aerial photographs in charge of

Lieutenant Odenthal, and for the most interesting

lecture ''Photography and the War," by Captain
H. A. Wilsdon of the Royal Flying Corps.

The social features consisted of a "get-together"

luncheon on Tuesday, a rousing banquet on Wed-
nesday night and an old-fashioned oyster roast on
Thursday.

Despite war-time conditions the convention was
successful from start to finish and a credit to the

Association in every way.
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The New War Savings Stamps

THE United States Government has started a

nation-wide thrift campaign. The campaign in-

volves the sale of $2,000,000,000 in War Savings

Stamps in two denominations, 25 cents and $5. The
interest rate of these stamps is 4%, compounded
quarterly.

The sale of these War Savings Stamps will provide

in all likelihood a valuable object lesson to the entire

nation. It will serve to teach everyone, particularly

the laboring man, the value of a quarter-dollar saved.

It is by far the longest step that has been undertaken to

make the United States a nation of savers instead of

spenders, and it is properly regarded as epoch-making.
Many a surplus quarter will now find its way over

the glass plate of a trust company or bank or postoffice

window for a Thrift Stamp. Sixteen of these Thrift

Stamps at 25 cents implies an investment of $4. Add
a few cents more, according to the rate for the month
in which the stamps are purchased, and for the sum one
can purchase a War Savings Stamp that will be worth

$5 in January, 1923. This War Stamp can, however,

be redeemed at any time, at the purchase price, plus

interest at 3%.
Each $5 Stamp is to be attached to an engraved

folder known as a War Savings Certificate, which
will bear the name of the purchaser. This certificate

contains twenty spaces. If these are all filled with

War Savings Stamps before December 31, 191 8, the

cost to the purchaser will be from $83 in April to

$84.60 in December, and on January i, 1923, the

Government will pay the owner of that certificate $100.

That is a net profit to the holder of from $17 to $16.40
represented by the 4% interest the Government pays.

If the twenty spaces on the War Savings Certificates

are not filled by January i, 1919, the stamps which
are actually attached will draw interest at the same
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rate. As stated before, if the holder of War Savings

Stamps desires to sell them before maturity, they may
be redeemed at any postoffice, the holder receiving

the price paid for the stamps plus one cent a month
on each stamp. In other words, the plan is simple,

straightforward and certain. The holder of the Cer-

tificates cannot lose, and he is certain to gain. He is

buying the safest security in the world in the most
convenient form in which the security of a great gov-

ernment has ever been offered to its people.

Like Liberty Bonds, these War Savings Stamps have
behind them the entire resources of the government
and the people of the United States. They have the

additional advantage that they steadily increase in

value from the date of purchase until the date of

maturity, and this increase is guaranteed by the

government.
If we are to win the war, we must win it as a united

people. The efforts of every man, woman and child

are necessary if we are to hasten the victorious ending
of the war.

This issue of War Savings Certificates and Stamps
was authorized by Congress last September. The object

is to raise $2,000,000,000 sought before January i , igig.

These stamps are just as necessary in helping to win
the war as are the Liberty Bonds themselves, and un-

doubtedly they will have a much wider appeal. For
they will afford thousands who could not buy a S 50.00

or $100 Liberty Bond an opportunity to materially give

expression to their patriotism to the extent that their

means will readilv allow.

In order to insure receiving Portrait regularly, any
change in address should be sent promptly to Promotion

Department, Ansco Company, Binghamton, N . Y . In
every instance the former address should be given as well

as the 71ew address.
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Pictorial Aims of Modern Portraiture

By Sadakichi Hartmann

IV. THE PROBLEM OE SPACE IN STANDING FIGURES

IT
IS more than likely that every serious student of

composition had his share of mental worry and
trouble, when he tackled the problem of space in

the arrangement of standing figures. Of course, it is

easy enough to place a figure against a plain back-

ground and thus represent it, but we do not mean by
''space" in this instance any division of the picture

area, or the harmonious relation of the silhouette of

the figure with the remaining space around it. The
problem that has worried painters at all times is the

suggestion of space behind the figure, as it were. In a

good portrait we want the figure to look as if it were
standing in space and not as if cut out or pasted on
the background.

Furthermore, in using a plain background it is diffi-

cult to give the beholder any idea of the height of the

sitter. This may seem unimportant but it is, never-

theless, a considerable factor in producing the feeling

of likeness. Whistler was not a tall man, he was
middle-sized but of slim stature. Is this conveyed in

the portrait by Chase? Not at the first glance. But
if we look at the foot, placed behind the one that is

stepping forward, we become conscious that the lower

part of the figure is seen in perspective. Then we
realize that the height is not to be judged by a line

drawn from the top of the head to the tip of the shoe,

but by one that would end somewhere between the two
feet. This is rather a roundabout method, but it is

unusual, cleverly done, and serves the purpose of in-

formation.

As to the space behind the figure, this is accomplished
by indicating the line where the floor and the wall

meet. Just a differentiation of tone will prove suffi-
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cient to suggest the receding surface of the floor and the

vertical plane of the wall. Whether the larger upper
space is to be lighter in tone than the lower one, or vice

versa is a matter of adjustment. The tonal values of

the figure will generally decide it. Whistler and
Manet, who are largely responsible for this innovation,

experimented both ways. The Old Masters, on the

other hand, avoided the separation of tones. They
preferred a dark tonality and indicated the division

line by perspective drawing.

Of considerable importance is also the placing of this

division line, and the clearness of precision with which
it is indicated. A little below the knee seems to be
about the right place. This means about two to three

feet away from the background. Both of the Chase
pictures carry out this formula. The Whistler portrait

shows the decision line wavering and indistinct while

the ''Woman with the White Shawl" depicts the floor

and wall of an empty room. The latter effect is a

trifle bald, and perhaps too matter-of-fact. In the

Whistler portrait the vagueness helps the atmospheric

suggestion. In both paintings the floor is the darker

part of the background. It gives the appearance of

solidity to the ground on which the figures stand.

The outlines of the two figures show a decided dif-

ference of treatment. In the Whistler the contour is

vague, enveloped as the painters call it, and this prob-

ably demanded vagueness of definition in the back-

ground, while the clearness of outlines in the female

figure needed a more quiet and definite background.

Also the size of the figure has something to do with
the total effect. Of course, in a painting where the

figure is actually life size, it is of more importance
than in any of the photographic sizes. In a painting

the problem consists of making the figure look life size

while drawing it on a smaller scale. In photography
the filling of the picture area is of more importance.
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"Woman with the White Shawl" by Wm. M. Chase
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To leave a small space at both the upper and lower

margins, as in our two portraits, is a reliable method.
It has, however, the tendency of making the figure

look as if it were stepping out of the picture. A little

more space on the top is all that is necessary to make
the figure recede into the background.
To show more space at the lower than upper margin

is usually an unsatisfactory arrangement; and equally

so is the device of letting the figure touch either the

upper or lower margins. It produces an effect of big-

ness but is apt to look clumsy and out of proportion.

License to Use Flashlight Powder Now
Necessary

Inasmuch as the ingredients contained in flashlight

powder have been classed by the Government as ex-

plosives it is now necessary for all vendors and users

of flashlight powder to procure a Government license

permitting them to sell or to use it for photographic

work. The license may be obtained through the local

licensing agent in each city or county and the fee de-

scribed by the law is 25 cents. Failure to procure a

license subjects the delinquent to a heavy fine and
imprisonment. Every manufacturer, dealer and user of

flashlight powder must be licensed.

To Correct a Misleading Announcement
On page 12 of Portrait for February, 1918, appeared

an illustration of a card used by Mr. L. E. Lafler of the

Art Shop of Prineville, Oregon, for sending bills for

finishing work to his customers.

A photographer who tried out the plan after our

announcement was published has reported to us that

the Post Office in his town would not accept it for mail-

ing at other than first class rates. We immediately asked
for a ruling by the Post Office Department and are
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informed that the minute the punch holes are put in

the card indicating the amount of the bill the card

becomes first class mail matter and first class postage

rates are necessary in order to mail it. Apparently,

therefore, there is no saving of postage through the

use of Mr. Lafler's system.

We hope that none of our readers have been in-

convenienced in any way through our announcement
that such cards could be mailed with photographic prints

at third class mail rates.

Advanced Prices on New York Studio

Outfits and Stands

Effective April 26, 1918, the Ansco Upright Studio

Stand will, when purchased separately, be listed at

$42 . This increase is necessary because of the greatly

advanced cost of raw materials and labor entering into

the construction of this Stand.

This advance naturally affects the price of complete

Outfits which have been uniformly increased $3 each

to the following list prices:

No. I. New York Studio Outfit, complete,

8x10 $120.00

No. I. New York Studio Outfit, complete,

11x14 I54-00

No. 2. New York Studio Outfit, complete,

8x10 115-50

No. 2. New York Studio Outfit, complete,

11x14 161.50

Complete specifications covering these Outfits will

appear in next month's Portrait.
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Our Cover Portrait and the Hall of Fame

MR . G . EDWIN WILLIAMS of Los Angeles, CaL

,

began his photographic career as a "home por-

traitist" in Rochester, N. Y. , no one knows how
many years ago. After some years of work there Mr.
WiUiams began to reahze that Rochester, notwith-

standing its prosperity and promise, did not offer a

big enough field for his expanding ambition, and thus,

looking for larger fields to conquer, he followed the

advice of Horace Greeley, ''Go West, young man, go

West," and went. In 1910 he reached Los Angeles

where he met with instant success in his specialty

—

portraiture in the home. He soon found that his

business was increasing to such an extent that the

portable outfit had to be installed in a studio—where
the mountain could come to Mohamet. So Mr. Wil-

liams made for himself a home studio from his own
designs and plans which now stands as one of the

attractions of his adopted city, prominently located in

the best residential section.

Mr. Williams is progressive and enterprising and
works with untiring enthusiasm. He is a member of

several representative business associations and enjoys

the patronage of influential people. His work in the

leading tourist hotels brings him in touch with residents

of every important city in America.

He has no fads in photography but gives his patrons

any style of art they desire—his ideal being to make a

portrait that lives. His success can be attributed to

the fact that his work reflects the character and strength

of his own virile personality. He has chosen Cyko as

the best medium to bring out the true tone values of

his negatives and he is one of its most enthusiastic

boosters.
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As Unerring in A(9:ion as a

Fine Jewelled Watch
and almost as convenient to carry, is the Ansco V-P
No. 2, the smallest and lightest camera made to take

2]4x 3^ inch pictures.

The illustration shows in detail the recently added im-

provements in this popular model:

Stui'vel Spool Holding Device to insure even winding

and taut film

;

Steel Rollers to make winding frictionless
5

Leather Handle to facilitate carrying in the hand
5

Wire Release Attachment in addition to finger release,

for operating shutter without jar or vibration.

The Ansco V-P No. 2 is the only vest-pocket camera

that combines fast, clear-defining, anastigmat lenses with a

simple, easily operated micrometer focusing device. This

unusual combination assures fine, clean-cut pictures which

make perfect enlargements.

Write for a specimen picture on Cyko Paper

Then ask the Ansco dealer for a demonstration

Ansco Company < Binghamton, N. Y.
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